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WLU digs new Hall
by Audrey Ramsay
Bouckaert Hall, a new female
residence at WLU, is officially on
its way up despite being plagued by
financial setbacks.
Construction began this Tues-
day with a ground-breaking cere-
mony.
"Tenders were overbudgeted as
a result of increased interest rates
and inaccurate budgeting," said
Dan Wright, president of the Inter-
Residence Council, after a meeting
with Wilfrid Laurier University
President Dr. John Weir.
"The net effect is that it is costing
more money to build the new resi-
dence
...
it is costing 2.3 million
and we had budgeted at 1.6 mil-
lion," said Wright.
Weir said that since tenders
came in higher than expected, the
residence will be mortgaged after
the initial five years. For the first
five years, the university is putting
in the money at a slightly lower
interest rate of 10 1/4 percent.
To help pay for the residence,
Mike Belanger, director of hous-
ing, said there will be an increase of
$ 100 in residence fees. This comes
in addition to the tentatively pro-
posed 4.6 percent and 4.8 percent
increase for double rooms and sin-
gle rooms respectively. Belanger
stated the surcharge will be shoul-
dered by all residents to offset the
deficit incurred by the new building.
Belanger also stated that, de-
pending on operational cost, pay-
ments on the building could take
anywhere from 5 to 15 years.
"Buildings are designed to break
even but with the current building
that might not be possible (for a
while)," he said.
He added that the new residence
"is going to be designed in tradi-
tional dormitory style; all the rooms
will be shared double rooms."
There will be five floors, an eleva-
tor and other general facilities like
all the other residences including a
lounge, laundry room, computer
room etc."
Dr. Weir expressed his enthusi-
asm for the new residence. "I'm just
delighted it's going ahead
...
stu-
dent housing is a critical problem in
this area," he said.
Students are also pleased with
the prospect of a new residence.
"I think it's a good idea, espe-
cially for first-year students
...
the
vacancy rate
is
very minimum,"
said Cathy Ould, a first-year busi-
ness student.
"I think the $ 100 is a small sacri-
fice," said Grace Carreiro, a first-
year arts student.
If all goes as planned the build-
ing should be ready for occupancy
by September 1, said Wright.
The building is expected to house
146 women, including five dons
and one head resident, said Belan-
ger.
The new building is being named
in honour of Brigitte Bouckaert, a
second-year WLU student who was
killed during the '85 Orientation
Week.
Laurier currently has residence
space for 628 students or 15 per-
cent of its 4300 full-time under-
graduates. 279 spaces are pro-
vided for women and 349 for men.
The addition of Bouckaert Hall will
bring the university's total on-
campus residence capacity to 18
percent of the full-time undergrad
enrollment.
Universities such as Guelph,
Waterloo and Trent are able to
provide on-campus housing for 30
to 40 percent of their full-time
undergraduates.
'ke^nlnasHmore residence space. Dr. John Weir, WLU president (left) and
Dan Wright president of the IRC (right), took to manual labour Tuesday at the
official ground-breaking ceremony for Bouckaert Hall. Inset, a workman waits to
take Over. CORD photo by Andrew M. Dunn.
Students fast with Hebert
by Donna Mayer
Canadian University Press
Only four days after Senator
Jacques Hebert began a hunger strike
to protest the federal government's
indifference to youth, 27 young peo-
ple in Ottawa staged their own day-
long hunger strike in support of the
Katimavik founder.
"Youth have to start carrying the
ball or else nothing is going to
happen," said University of Ottawa
student Ingrid Liepa, 19.
The young people at the 24-hour
fast have taken "Building Youth's
Future" as their slogan, and painted it
on a huge banner at their Carleton
University booth. They plan numer-
ous tactics to bnng the government's
attention to the "plight of youth."
"Katimavik is the issue but not the
cause," said Liepa.
The $20 million youth volunteer
program was
cut by the federal
government in January. Reports from
the Senate Committee on Youth and
the New Democratic Task Force on
Youth came down a week before the
Weir: new grants
still not enough
by Andrea Cole
New grants to universities won't
go far in solving the problem of
underfunding despite claims to the
contrary by Minister of Colleges
and Universities Greg Sorbara.
A recent press release about the
allocation of grants from the Uni-
versity Excellence Fund is mislead-
ing in the way it is phrased, said
Wilfrid Laurier University Presi-
dent Dr. John Weir.
"Overall, the government is pro-
viding an increase of approxi-
mately eight percent over the
amount of basic operating grants
made available in 1985-86," said
Greg Sorbara in the March 13
release.
The release also states WLU is
receiving an increase of
$1,480,000, which will increase
Laurier's grants to $ 134,195,000.
"With these increases, I am con-
fident that we have made a good
start on redressing the legacy of
underfunding Ontario universities."
However, Weir said the actual
increase in operating grants comes
to about 3.7 percent for Laurier.
"With inflation running at 5 per-
cent
...
it's going to be tough to
balance the budget,"he said.
Laurier will also receive lump
sums in its excellence account, said
Weir. These amounts are ear-
marked and must be spent for
designated purposes. They include
$555,000 for library renewal,
$1 75,000 for faculty renewal, and
$20,000 for research.
Weir is disappointed with the
research funding.
"The distribution (of grants for
research) favours large institutions
heavily engaged in science and
medicine," he said.
Laurier's research is concen-
trated in the social sciences and
humanities.
Research grants were allocated,
according to Weir, on the basis of
the proportion of outside grants a
university receives. These include
Social Science and Humanities
research council grants, medical
research council grants, and Nat-
ional Science Research council
grants.
Laurier gets SSHRC grants
almost exclusively, said Weir.
"We're dealing with a small part
of those grants to start with," he
said, adding that the $20,000
Laurier received is part of $ 1.5 mil-
lion in research grants from the
Excellence Fund.
The Ministry has delayed an
announcement concerning the
exact details of faculty renewal
grants.
Weir said MCU may be debat-
ing whether or not to make the pro-
gram more than one year long.
Faculty renewal grants, said
Weir, will probably be made avail-
able to hire younger and/or female
faculty. Hiring women may be a
problem, he said, simply because
there is a shortage of female fac-
ulty.
"You don't do anything for the
system if all you do is move female
faculty from one university to
another," he said.
Of the entire grant program,
Weir said universities would prefer
to have the money come in one
envelope, not seven, so they could
establish their own priorities.
The University Excellence Fund
was announced in October 1985.
The amounts given so far represent
$40 million of the $50 million
available.
Other southwestern Ontario uni-
versities will be receiving increases
in operating grants as well. They
are as follows:
— University of Guelph: an in-
crease of $5,623,000 to
$79,218,000.
— University of Waterloo: an
increase of $6,615,000 to
$100,398,000.
— University of Western Onta-
rio: an increase of $8,594,000 to
$134,195,000.
— University of Windsor: an
increase of $3,034,000 to
$54,998,000.
Dr. Douglas Wright, president
of University of Waterloo, refused
comment until he had more infor-
mation on the matter.
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The week that was
The province-wide week of
action drew both good and bad
reviews from the universities that
participated. Carleton Universi-
ty's Amanda Maltby says not
enough schools go involved.
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Report hidden
The Ontario Council of Univer-
sity Affairs has released its long-
awaited study on incidental fees,
but the Ministry of Colleges and
Universities won't let anyone
see it.
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Classic Cockburn
Canada's premiere songwriter
visited Centre in the Square last
Tuesday, and his show proved
he is an artist at the pinnacle of
creative talent.
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Home ice prevails
Like Dalhousie and Calgary,
the Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks hockey team lost to the
hometeam in their regional champ-
ionship played in Moncton. •
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WLUjoins march
UW students take to the streets
by Graeme Peppler
reprinted from the Imprint
The weather may have turned
frigid and frosty, but the enthusi-
asm was warm and sincere as UW
students, staff, and faculty took to
the streets of Waterloo to protest
university underfunding on Wed-
nesday.
An estimated 900 people turned
out for the march, organized by the
Joint Action Committee on univer-
sity underfunding. That number far
exceeded the expectations of organ-
izers, who were ecstatic at the
response of UW students.
"1 hope this marks the end of
student apathy at UW," said organ-
izer lan Mitchell, delighted with the
success of the march. "The protest
was a lot of fun and that in itself
increased student awareness of the
issue."
But the aim was not so much to
increase student awareness as to
bring the issue of underfunding to
the people of the community and to
Ontarians in general: that, organ-
izers believe, was accomplished.
The media's presence was ap-
parent throughout the protest as
major television and radio stations
and newspapers were visible cover-
ing the event.
The purposeof the march, which
was initiated by the Federation of
Students and the Graduate Student
Association and later endorsed by
UW President Dr. Doug Wright,
was to mobilize public opinion and
influence the Ontario government's
policy on university funding.
Recent concerns with regard to
the reduction of accessibility to
quality education and the increas-
ingly competitive and trade-con-
scious international environment,
drawing professors away from Cana-
dian universities, were also areas
on which the protest was meant to
focus.
The march began in the Arts
quadrangle at 10:30 a.m. Wed-
nesday morning under a cloud-
scattered, dull sky accompanied by
a cold, blustery wind requiring
march participants to brave chilling
conditions.
Chanting slogans and carrying
banners aloft, marchers proceeded
down University Avenue under
police escort, arriving at Wilfrid
Laurier University where they were
joined by a diminutive number of
Laurier protesters. From there, the
march proceeded up King Street,
eventually arriving at the Marsland
Centre, which houses Waterloo
City Hall.
There, several speakers ad-
dressed the crowd, among them
UW President Wright who also
participated in the march. He was
enthusiastically cheered with chants
of "Doug! Doug!" by students
attending the rally.
"The future of the country de-
pends on the type of funding we can
get from the governments," de-
clared Wright. "The channel of the
future is to meet those (educa-
tional) needs." He also spoke posi-
tively of the Ontario Liberal govern-
ment's awareness of the under-
funding issue.
Also adding their comments to
the proceedings were Matt Certo-
simo, student union president at
Laurier and new OFS chairman,
and Andy Telegdi, a city alderman
and former Federation of Students
president at UW. The latter
attended in place of Waterloo
Mayor Marjorie Carroll, who was
unable to attend due to illness.
The march proceeded with no
problems or controversies, al-
though a small group of people
were present distributing a flyer
suggesting the demonstration was
a form of manipulation by the uni-
versity administration. Their con-
tention is that tax dollars given to
UW are being wasted on computer
expenditures.
Students in the march were well
aware of their reasons for being
there. Greg Dalton, a second-year
engineering student, expressed his
reason for participating: "I'm here
because I'm concerned about under-
funding," he said. "We're paying
for the things the government
should be paying for." Dalton, like
others, wants to bring what are
perceived to be substandard and
unfair financial conditions at pro-
vincial post-secondary institutions
to the attention of the people of
Ontario.
Protest march draws crowd. About 900 people marched to the Marsland
Centre to listen to (top to bottom) OFS choir-elect Matt Certosimo, Waterloo
councillor Andrew Telegdi, and UW president Douglas Wright address the issue of
underfunding. CORD photo by Fred Taylor.
Sorbara refuses to release fee report
by Bruce Arculus
"Incidental fees? Geez, I've been
on the phone all day about incident-
al fees," is how one ministry official
answers his phone.
Mounting pressure on the Min-
istry of Colleges and Universities to
release a secret report on incidental
fees is keeping MCU Minister Greg
Sorbara's assistants busy defend-
ing the decision to withhold the
long-awaited Ontario Council of
University Affairs (OCUA) study.
The report, commissioned by
Sorbara in October, was delivered
to the ministry March 7.
"We're saying release the re-
port," said Ontario Federation of
Students Chair-elect Matt Certo-
simo. "Make your decision a month
from now, but at least release the
report so we can give you some
feedback."
The government refuses.
"The reports are internal," said
Roger Cummins, assistant to Sor-
bara.
"It will be released in a short
while," said Bob Richardson, an-
other Sorbara assistant. Richardson
could not, however, define what
either a short while or a long while
might be.
OFS says incidental fees are the
same as extra-billing.
"The Liberal government has
said they acknowledge the effects
of extra-billing on accessibility in
the health sector. Surely the same
sort of situation will and does exist
in the education sector," said Certo-
simo.
OFS says university administra-
tions are increasingly turning to
incidental fees to make up for
budgetary shortfalls due to under-
funding. OFS maintains these hid-
den costs in education are having
an adverse effect on accessibility.
Over the last four years, they
point out, the portion of operating
costs provided by students has
increased 16.1 percent while
government contributions have
dropped 3.4 percent.
UW's computer
fees up 50%
by Bruce Arculus
Students at the University of
Waterloo will be hit with a stagger-
ing 50 percent increase in computer
user fees this fall.
The UW senate approved a
budget Monday night calling for
$ 1.86 million to be generated from
computer fees, up from slightly
under $1 million last year.
For students, that translates into
compulsory fees ranging from $60
to $ 153 regardless of whether they
actually use the computers.
When university President Doug
Wright introduced the fees last
year,
students paid from $40 to
$100. The students responded
angrily, launching a series of pro-
tests, while Wright replied that
underfunding had left him no
choice.
The students hoped an Ontario
Council on University Affairs study
would outlaw the incidental fees.
The government refuses to release
the report, but the Kitchener-
Waterloo Record reported Satur-
day that Sorbara will not intervene
on behalf of students.
UW Treasurer Jack Robb said
the senate decision is an "implicit
approval" of the hike, though it will
not be final until the board of
governors officially approves it
April 1.
Robb said the initial plan was to
raise $2.5 million annually by
1988, at which point increases
would be tied to tuition.
Reaction to week's action
by Sarah Hayward
Although most Ontario univer-
sity and college student councils
across the province reacted favour-
ably to the Week of Action OFS
(Ontario Federation of Students)
staged last week, at least one vice-
president said she was disappoint-
ed at the outcome.
"Generally, the Week of Action
wasn't successful," said Amanda
Maltby, executive vice-president of
Carleton University Students' Asso-
ciation. "1 don't think enough
schools got involved; we wrote
letters to Queen's and McGill invit-
ing them to participate in our rally
at Parliament Hill, but they didn't
respond."
She suggested that OFS could
have done more to encourage stu-
dent turnout.
"1 think perhaps if we had more
information coming in from OFS ...
more students would have partici-
pated. We got it a bit late," she
said.
Matt Certosimo, president of
WLUSU (Wilfrid Laurier Univer-
sity Students' Union) and chair-
elect of OFS (Ontario Federation
of Students) disagreed:
"This week was clearly the most
successful week of action the feder-
ation has ever had," he said.
He cited a number of facts he
said indicated the success of the
week: eight campuses ran out of
yellow cards to mail to the treasurer
of Ontario, provincial protests re-
ceived good press coverage and
relations between faculty, students
and administration improved as
everyone
united to fight underfund-
ing.
Certosimo also attributed the
number of announcements made
by the Ministry of Colleges and
Universities this week "in terms of
funding" to the co-ordinated provin-
cial protests.
"It's not a coincidence that they
were made during a week of height-
ened activity and pressure," he
said.
Richard Lemay, vice-president:
external of University of Ottawa
Students' Council, said he felt the
week was a success.
"It was run well, very well in
Ontario," he said.
Sonny Flanagan, president of
the University of Waterloo's Feder-
ation of Students, said he was
pleased with OFS' role in organ-
izing the protests.
"OFS did exactly what they were
supposed to do — we had access to
OFS information; also they sent us
a field worker to help co-ordinate
the protest march. Matt (Certo-
simo) was involved — he spoke to
us twice."
Flanagan was satisfied with the
turnout at the march to Waterloo
City Hall last Wednesday.
"I would have been happy with
500 people (in attendance)," he
said, "and we had over 1000."
He did, however, say he was
upset with the decision of WLU's
administration not to participate.
"1 can understand why they'd be
a bit timid about taking that sort of
action — it's not common for ad-
ministration and students to work
together on this sort of project, and
I guess they just wanted to see it
happen first," he said.
"I was definitely disappointed,
but 1 respect their decision," said
Flanagan.
Week ofAction
TORONTO (CUP) — A "week of
action" across Ontario last week,
organized by the Ontario Federa-
tion of Students and individual stu-
dent councils, was largely aimed at
coaxing the provincial government
to increase support for colleges and
universities in its May budget.
At the University of Waterloo
March 12, about 1,000 students
marched peacefully from the cam-
pus to a rally at City Hall. They
were joined by university president
Doug Wright, as well as some
faculty members. Students from
Wilfrid Laurier University also
participated.
Wright also urged U of W
employees to stop working for three
hours the day of the rally to protest
underfunding and asked -them to
donate the day's salary to the uni-
versity's development fund.
Waterloo and Queen's Univer-
cont'd on page 5
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Feb. 26 federal budget and described
a very dismal picture of Canadian
youth. The budget's only specific
mention of youth, however, was the
elimination of Katimavik.
"People are really questioning what
the PC government is doing," Rick
Farley, one of the fasters, said.
According to Farley, students and
other young people are organizing
similar demonstrations throughout
Canada. "How fast this is spreading
here and at campuses across the
country is an indication of how con-
cerned people are," he said.
"By the time two or three weeks
pass there will be so much vouth sup-
port across the country the govern-
ment will have to respond," he said.
The Ottawa group will present the
pnme minister
with a mural-size letter
covered with dozens of handwritten
messages from youth. One student
wrote, "Perhaps you should pay less
attention to corporate welfare and
more to the welfare of Canada's
youth."
The government has to restore
youth's faith in it, Liepa stated.
"Incorporating youth into policy mak-
ing, without tokenism, and I stress
that, is the kind of thing youth is look-
ing for," she said.
Not all students are supportive of
Hebert however. Mount Allison Uni-
versity student Mark Sabada started a
hunger stnke last Wednesday to pro-
test Hebert's method of protesting,
which he described as "sleazy political
manoeuvreing." Sabada did not return
CUP's phone calls.
In the meantime Hebert continues
on his hunger stnke and the support
makes him feel wonderful, he said. "|
am not doing this tor nothing," he
said. "The prime minister will not yield
to me, but he will yield to the people."
cont'd from page 1
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sity in Kingston, Ont. both
held a
public hearing on underfunding.
"It's been a problem that's been
developing over the past ten years
or so," said Queen's organizer
Hugh Wright. About 50 people
showed up, compared to
about 15
at a similar event a year
and a half
ago, and Wright
attributed the
change to a "growing awareness ofa
the effects that underfunding is hav-
ing on the university system.
In Ottawa, 300 students from
Carleton and the University of
Ottawa marched on Parliament
Hill March 13 to protest cuts to
federal transfer payments to the
provinces. Government cuts con-
tained in Bill C-A6, currently before
the house, will add up to $6 billion
in payments earmarked for health
and education by 1990.
At Toronto's Ryerson Polytech-
nical Institute, students invited
journalists to tour the campus to
illustrate the problems monetary
cutbacks have been causing.
Changes to honours program pending
by Liz Jefferson
After three
years
of discussion
and recommendations, the senate
academic planning committee has
submitted 24 guidelines designed
to upgrade the honours academic
stream at Laurier.
Senators at the March 4 meeting
passed a motion to approve the
guidelines in principle, and request
that departments offering honours
programs implement them over the
next two years.
After one year
the
departments will submit progress
reports.
Of the 24 guidelines, only a few
are likely to become the focus of
much controversy. Honours stu-
dents may soon be required to take
at least one course from each of the
three areas of studies, including
sciences. Every honours course
may require the completion of a
thesis in the final year. Failing any-
thing but a non-disciplinary elective
at any stage will result
in expulsion
from the honours program. The
guidelines also suggest segregating
undergraduate students from grad-
uates in courses whenever possible.
There was little discussion of the
guidelines. Senator Harriet Lyons
brought up the point that smaller
departments do not have enough
students or faculty to offer separate
general and honours courses (guide-
line 18). Director of Part-time Stu-
dies Mr. Cliff Bilyea expressed the
concern that the new guidelines
completely excluded part-time stu-
dents from the honours stream.
Other problems were smoothed
over by the Academic Planning
committee with the promise that
infeasible guidelines could be
appealed by individual depart-
ments, after a fair trial.
Student Senator Tammy Hig-
ginson reacted positively to the
recommendations as a means of
increasing credibility and consis-
tency in the honours stream.
"For a small university, we need
to show that our degree is as good
as others," she said. The effect of
the report on individual faculties
will depend on how strictly the
guidelines are implemented. "If the
package gets passed, individual
departments will come to senate
and petition for exemptions," she
added.
The student senators attempted
to change the appointment process
used to replace members before the
term of office is over. The eight
student senators wanted to appoint
the replacement instead of holding
a byelection, but were told that this
change would contravene the Uni-
versity Act, which requires the
approval of Provincial Parliament.
A compromise being considered
by senate is the possibility of elect-
ing alternative representatives in
the March election of student sena-
tors. In the case of a student sena-
tor leaving before the end of his or
her term, an alternate would step
in. The March senate election will
carry this suggestion on the ballot
for students to consider.
In the president's remarks to
senate, chairperson Dr. John Weir
commented on an invitation from
University of Waterloo President
Dr. Douglas Wright to join in last
week's shutdown and march
against underfunding. Weir said he
felt the cause was a good one, but
the mode of expression was inap-
propriate for Laurier. He added
that anyone who wanted to partici-
pate unofficially in the march was
welcome.
The meeting also dealt with
course calendar changes for music
students and some bylaws changes.
The next senate meeting will
take place on April 7, 1986.
Nault president of
Student Pubs
by Audrey Ramsay
Roger Nault has been elected the
new president of Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Publications.
His election took place at the recent
annual general meeting of
WLUSP.
The WLUSP board of directors
was also elected at the March 13
WLUSP general meeting; Robert
Furlong (Cord sports editor '85-
'86), Charles McLaughlan (Loo-
ton employee), Michael Wingert
(2nd year business), and
Peter
Bradley (Business manager '85-
'86).
Nault, current manager of Uni-
versity Transparencies and Type-
setting and a member of the board
of directors of WLUSP, placed a
strong emphasis on
teamwork in
his election speech. Nault main-
tained that the people are the main
strength of the organization and
new techniques have to be found to
motivate them.
"One person can't put a publica-
tion together ... we have to be able
to maintain a level of interaction,
he said.
Nault would like to take what
he
calls a "proactive approach" with
the management of Student Publi-
cations. One aspect of this proac-
tive approach will be to look at
dif-
ferent media of advertising and
"protecting our advertising rights
...
to ensure that we don't have
local businesses putting up their
flyers etc. and sabotaging our ad-
vertising."
Nault wants to protect WLUSP's
exclusive right to solicit advertising
for student publications on-
campus.
Out-going WLUSP President
Lynn Kurtz felt Student Publica-
tions had made a step forward in
1985-'B6.
"We've gained more control over
the internal structure of WLUSP.
The addition of the new computer
system and treasurer position have
and will make it possible to carry
this improvement into the future,"
said Kurtz.
The outgoing board recently
hired Matt Johnston, third-year
psychology major and present
Cord entertainment editor, as next
year's Cord editor.
WLUSP is responsible for the
Keystone campus-wide yearbook,
The Cord Weekly, the W.L.U.-
er student handbook & directory,
the Pocket Planner, and the wall
calendar. In addition WLUSP
operates Looton, WLU's poster-
and button-making service, Uni-
versity Transparencies & Typeset-
ting, and a complete Photo and
Graphics department.
Alcohol abuse on campus
by John Gushue
Canadian University Press
OTTAWA (CUP) — The genera-
tion of students now making its way
through the country's colleges and
universities may be the most health
conscious ever, but alcohol abuse is
no relic from the past.
A CUP survey of several university
health service departments indicates
the popularity of drinking has re-
mained a steady problem, and several
universities as well as the federal
government have campaigns to slow
alcohol use.
"Alcohol is much more likely to be
a problem than drugs. Alcohol is the
number one problem here," said
David Smith, director of Health Ser-
vices at the University of Toronto.
However, Smith believes the problem
is under control.
Other health officials are not as
optimistic. "We're seeing a lot more
alcohol-related incidents," said Joan
Davis of health services at Carleton
University in Ottawa. "Availability
and low pricing are definitely contri-
buting factors to the problem."
To curb student drinking, Carleton
launched a responsible drinking cam-
paign last September. Davis said the
campaign is primarily educational,
but will affect beer and liquor prices on
campus and restrict brewery access to
Carleton students. The university is
also encouraging non-alcoholic activi-
ties, Davis said.
Dalhousie University in Halifax is
also countering a tide of student drink-
ing, and according to health services
director Joe Johnson, the results show
the campaign is working.
"Alcohol is less of a problem than it
used to be. We used a quiet cam-
paign, and as a result bar sales went
down last year," he said. For John-
son's department, "marijuana abuse is
much more noticeable. More students
around here are having trouble with it.
It affects their studies and their
performance.''
Alcohol abuse at the University of
Saskatchewan has been a curse for
the school since 18-year-old Shawn
Reineke, a non-student, was killed at a
residence party in September 1984.
Jack Andrews, a social worker at the
university's health services depart-
ment, says the university's campaign
to combat excessive drinking has
improved the school's image.
"There's been quite a reaction since
then. It was a real concern here ... but
1 don't think it's a greater problem here
than on any other campus," he said.
"We're more concerned with group
abuse of alcohol, where several peo-
ple get together and dnnk too much.
That's the real danger," he said.
Andrews says the university and
student union are promoting more
non-alcoholic events through a new
program called Cheers. "We've en-
couraged the campus groups to really
downplay the use of alcohol in their
events, to place less emphasis on the
importance of alcohol," he said.
There have been difficulties,
though. "The problem is that smaller
groups use alcoholic events as a fun-
draising tool, and say they don't have
much else to use," said Andrews.
Brewenes don't appear to like these
moderation campaigns. Bill Wade, a
marketing representative for Labatt's
in Ottawa, said, "you can appreciate it
from our viewpoint that (students) are
an attractive market, and it's the very
small minority that is causing eve-
ryone all this trouble."
Wade said overall beer sales have
not swayed for years, despite stiff
competition from universities promot-
ing moderate drinking.
Advocates of moderation have
been helped by the federal govern-
ment, which in the past two years has
kicked in more than $2 million in
advertising alone to fight overdrink-
ing. According to Rachel Ladouceur,
a Health and Welfare official who
co-ordinates the advertising cam-
paign, students are listening to
the
moderation message.
"It was very successful last year —
the awareness level (of alcohol abuse)
has increased by more than 20 per-
cent," she said.
Last year's campaign was targeted
for an audience between 15 and 29
years of age. This year, though, the
government is narrowing the age
group.
"By the time you're 29, you've
established your lifestyle, career, and
brand preference, so it's not a preven-
tative concern," she said. The govern-
ment now is looking at two groups: the
underaged drinker, and the young
(19-24) drinker.
Ladouceur says the advertising
campaign, which this year will use
mostly radio, "is trying to portray a
lifestyle where people turned down a
drink that was offered to them. One
person's refusal can influence a young
person's decision. It's peer pressure, I
guess, but it's used in a positive way,"
she said.
Except for those under the legal
drinking age, Ladouceur says the
government isn't discouraging anyone
from drinking. "Drinking is okay -—
it's lots of fun and a good opportunity
to socialize.
news
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JOURNALISM
The Media Studies Department of Ottawa's Algonquin
College is offering a limited number of
seats in the final
year of
its Journalism Program to university graduates.
The program
consists mainly of print journalism
courses. Other program courses are Editing,
Broadcast-
ing (Radio and Television),
and Photography. The pro-
gram also
includes about 10 weeks of field work.
Only those passing an
entrance test followed by an
interview, will be admitted.
For further information write
Bob Louks, Journalism Co-ordinator,
Algonquin College,
1385 Woodroffe Avenue,
Nepean, Ontario,
K2G IVB.
(613) 727-7657
Simon Fraser University
• One year program
• Teaching Assistantships
possible if you have a
and Scholarships
BBA or B. Comm. Available
• Specialization in • Excellent location
Accounting overlooking Vancouver
Finance Harbour
Marketing For detailed information
Organization Behavior on the SFU, MBA write to:
Management Science/ The Director
Decision Support M.B.A. Program
Systems Simon Fraser University
• Small classes, work Burnaby, B.C.
I closely with Faculty VSA IS6
comment
WLUSU's GPA
You can grade a political organization on what it promised to do and
how it handled issues that cropped up during its term of office. Let's look
back on the promises and issues that have shaped 1985-86 for WLUSU.
One of the biggest priorities of Matt Certosimo's campaign, his platform
in fact, was open agenda. To this end, the committee structure of
WLUSU underwent major changes in order to decentralize the workload
that the old system had to face.
The new system is in place. It has provided more input for students, if
they are (or were) enthusiastic enough to get involved. A major problem in
the system occurs when you don't get enough student participation. Result:
directors are spread so thin you can see through them, and students get
confused, not knowing where to turn for which problem. This part of the
agenda needs some tidying up; A for the idea, C plus for execution.
The Election Review Task Force was to look into last year's election
mishaps, and make recommendations for smooths- elections. Result: a few
recommendations were brought to the board, but the ERTF, a victim of
apathy, ground to a halt. At one of its last meetings, the only people to
show up were the chair of the committee and a Cord reporter. B—.
Need more be said about the messy OFS (Ontario Federation of Stu-
dents) campaign? Petty partisan politics got in the way of what should
have been an intelligent and informative campaign. Result: Laurier stu-
dents remain marooned on their conservative little island. They didn't have
the means to make a fully cognizant decision about OFS; D—.
The Hazel and University Ave. safety hazard issue appears to have
been dropped. Not impressive; C—.
There are good points to the administration. Efforts deserving an A plus
rating include the new Niobe alternative lounge, Board of Student Activi-
ties, and best of all, an effective coalition between WLU, University of
Waterloo, and Conestoga College. Known as Students Together on
Community Concerns, the group has been effective in lobbying for
increased student and resident representation on the Waterloo Student
Housing Task Force.
Changes to the department of University Affairs also deserve praise.
Some new positions that will broaden the range of services for students at
the university are indeed worthy of note. Inherent in them are the seeds of
a new consciousness at Laurier; that is, issues in the real world really do
affect students in their ivory towers. An A effort (let's hope it works).
WLUSU can stick to its guns on contentious issues such as the naming
of the Student Union Building. They could have buckled under and forgot-
ten about naming it after Dean Nichols, but they didn't. Administration
can be a tough dragon for students to deal with. This issue was handled
competently and professionally; A plus.
Students on new committees in Food Services are still lobbying to get
the students what they want; namely, a declining balance meal plan.
WLUSU could have given the students who tried to have a
sit-in protest
more visible support; C.
What WLUSU has accomplished, over and above all, is to raise the
profile of WLU in such a way that we are now somewhat of an institution
to be respected, if not reckoned with at the municipal and provincial levels.
Their final Grade Point Average (GPA) is approximately a 6, a C plus.
That's a pretty average grade but nothing to be ashamed of. It means
they've been effective, but made mistakes.
Andrea Cole
letters
Fighting
malnutrition
in Waterloo
Martin Luther King was reported to
have said, "I have the audacity to believe
that people everywhere can have three
meals a day." Some of you may be
startled to hear that the very problems of
undernutritionand malnutrition exist right
under our noses. In Waterloo Region, a
shocking 30,000 people currently live on
or below the poverty line. There are
young children among
these people,
many of whom are sent to
school without
a proper breakfast, or without breakfast
at all. Additionally, the lunches some of
them bring lack nutritional value. What
effects does an improper diet have on our
precious young people? Correlational
studies have suggested that the effects
can be quite damaging: reduced atten-
tion
span,
lowered immunity, a reduction
in normal physical growth and the devel-
opment of learning difficulties.
Are we to remain as passive onlookers
while there is a real need for food among
the members of our community? Are we
to
pass
off this responsibility onto the
community as a whole, thus rationalizing
that our individual contribution is not
needed, or that our lack of contribution is
not felt? Each of us is faced with a choice
of whether to sit back comfortably and
remain passive or to get up and make
some sort of contribution.
If
you choose to make a contribution
towards these very real problems, there
are several approaches you are able to
take. You can volunteer your time with
an organization whose aim is to counter-
act the problems of undernutrition and
malnutrition through the implementation
of relief programs. Examples of such
organizations are St. John's Soup Kit-
chen, Foodbank of Waterloo Region,
House of Friendship, and The Salvation
Army. An obvious alternative to volun-
teering your time is to make an afford-
able monetary donation. A third option is
to donate food items, preferably non-
perishable, to any of theabove organiza-
tions.
Hilary Long
Rude
Waterloo
fans
This past weekend I watched the Bas-
ketball Regional Championships at the
University of Waterloo and although the
basketball playing was of excellent qual-
ity the entire tournament was marred by
the Waterloo students.
I had intended to join the crowd and
cheer on the Waterloo Warriors repres-
enting Ontario but within minutes 1
decided to disassociate myself with the
obnoxious basketball fans. It was pitiful
to sit with sports fans that showed no
respect or common decency to the visit-
ing teams.
Competition is a good quality, it is
essential to any game but things must
always be kept in perspective. What
purpose does chanting for the opposing
coach to sit down or booing the introduc-
tion of the other players serve?
I was greatly disappointed with the
basketball audience at Waterloo Univer-
sity this weekend. All of the teams were
deserving of a more captive and consid-
erate audience. 1 hope that the Waterloo
Warriors receive a better reception in
Halifax than Winnipeg, Calgary and
McGill Universities witnessed this week-
end. It is reassuring to know that such
flagrant discourtesy would never occur
with Laurier students.
Pauline Dantas
Thanks
I would like to take this
opportunity to
express to everyone how happy and
excited I am to have beenelected the new
V.P.: University Affairs last Wednes-
day. It is something I worked very hard
for and the challenges I see ahead of me
seem quite exciting.
I wish now to thank all the people who
helped me the last couple of weeks.
While not meaning to leave anyone out, 1
would like to specifically thank my cam-
paign manager, Steve Acorn; Geoff
Brodkorb; Anne Prince and the ladies of
C-3; Brian Harvey; Craig Miles; Laurie
Bailey; Jody Wilson; Rose Miller and
Carla Vanroboys. My thanks to the rest
of
you who helped me (and/or voted for
me) whom I haven't mentioned here.
Let's make it a great year!
Jeff Burchill
Protesting a
freedom
While watching the Sunday wrap-up
of the week's news this weekend past
I
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caught the coverage of a Liberal Senator
engaged in a hunger-stike over the can-
cellation of the Katimavik program.
What drew my attention was not
the
story itself but the attitude taken by the
reporter that the Senator was engaging
in
un-Parlimentarian, i.e. disreputable fash-
ion by engaging in this protest. This news
story called to mind anopinion expressed
in the Cord a month ago in an article
entitled "Haven of Rationality", written
by Sarah Hayward. In it she labelled the
U of T students protest against the
speech given by South African Ambas-
sador as 'hysteria'.
What these two seemingly unrelated
media pieces have in common, in my
mind, is the rather traditional Canadian
disdain for anything that falls under the
label of "protest". I first became awareof
this disdainseveral years ago when 1 was
involved in organizing protests against
the cruise missile tests. While 1 was quite
prepared to encounter people who held
opinions on the matter
different from
my
own
I was at the same timetaken aback
by the numbers of people, in the media
and in the street, who either implicitly or
explicitly questioned the 'rationale' for
our 'taking it to the streets', as it were. To
those individuals whom I encountered ;n
person
1 humbly suggested that this was
not the USSRand that 1 was engaging in
what I felt to be a valid form of participa-
tory democracy.
I would like to suggest to Sarah Hay-
ward as well that the freedomto protest is
as important a right as the
freedom of
speech. And there are many valid forms
of protest. Personally
1 believe that Glenn
Babb should have been allowedto speak,
but 1 do not believe that a speech by a
representative for the South African
government should
have gone on
with-
out some form of protest. It is easy to
forget, in our generation anyway, that
only a quarter of a century ago segrega-
tionalist policies were being practised in
many areas of our neighbor to the south,
and that these policies were ended only
after a great deal of civil nghts protest.
As for the 'hypocrisy' of the students
involved in the U of T protest in relation
to Canada's treatment of our native peo-
ples, I agree in spirit, but the answer is not
to be found in criticising the protestors of
Babb. The solution, as native people
such as the Haida of the Queen Charlotte
Islands are discovering, is in raising
voices of protest and capturing the atten-
tion of the mediaand the Canadian pub-
lic. Hopefully the U of T students (and, if
it is not too heretical for us to contem-
plate, Laurier students) will be as eager
to protest in support of the rights of all
people in this country.
Rod Crocker
More than meets the eye
Let's talk about...
mysticism
by Tom York
The word mystic derives from the Greek musein, "to
close one's eyes," not from musterium, "mystery," as
many non-mystics imagine. There is nothing mysterious
about mysticism, which Rabbi Heschil defines as "radi-
cal amazement," Meister Eckhart as "unselfconscious-
ness," and Matthew Fox as "our deepest unitive expe-
riences." I would define it as making experience primary,
interpretation secondary. If, for example, you have a
vision or a dream, that is what is real for you. How you
choose to interpret it is less important.
So mystical experience doesn't puzzle or threaten me:
like a poem, or bird's song, it just is. What does baffle me
is rationalism, or I should say, I am baffled by what
rationalism leaves out. (By rationalism I mean not just
the sciences, but traditional education in the liberal arts.)
So it seems, are others baffled, so many and so much
so that our educational systems have begun to wake up
to the fact that the mystical side has to be acknowledged.
All over North America — in universities and commun-
ity colleges, at retreat centres and out of church base-
ments — courses and symposiums designed to release
the mystic in us are being offered with increasing fre-
quency. 1 meet persons constantly who are coming out
of the closet as mystics: writers and scientists, doctors,
street people, house-wives and husbands, and students,
especially students. Maybe they've taken a course in
Heidegger, or holistic medicine, or shaminism, or TM or
C.G. Jung, or attended a weekend "sweat," or just
talked to somebody and realized this was the direction
they were coming from. But — and this is the point of
this article — seldom do 1 meeta minister of religion, and
never have I met a professor of theology, who proclaims
that he is, or is willing to become, a mystic.
What's happening here? I quote from Matthew Fox's
recent article in the magazine Creation (Mar/Apr, '86),
'is Yale Divinity School a fad?" Fox, who translated
such marvelous and neglected spiritual sources as Meis-
ter Eckhart and Hildehard of Bingen, gave a colloquium
at Yale Divinity School to which nobody came (nobody,
at least, from the faculty, because the faculty at YDS
flatly said: "Mysticism is a fad"). Fox replied:
"Fear plays a large role in so irrational a situation as
we now have: where lay folks get the mystics and
ordained ones don't. It is a commentary on the deep
spiritual poverty of our educational systems that because
of patriarchy, of advanced capitalism, of repression of
the artist and the child, of dried-up right brains, of
over-definition of truth as an exclusively left-brain dis-
covery, of ignorance, of prejudice, of sexism, of racism,
of fear of letting go, of Jacob's ladder control games, of
timidity, of puniness of soul, of pessimism, and cynicism,
of homocentrism, schools claiming to be divinity school
deny the mystic."
And he says: "1 suggest that what liberalism and
fundamentalism and Rambo all have in common is this:
The repression of the mystic. A mystic lies in every
human heart and mind and imagination. And it is reli-
gion's primary task to liberate that mystic so that it can
serve the cause of compassion, creativity and justice-
making.
Amen. But 1 would go further. 1 would say that, not
only is it religion's primary task to liberate the mystic
within us, it is, or ought to be, the chief goal as well of a
liberal education. For what does a BA or a BSc (or an
MA or a PhD) matter, if we are ill-prepared for life? Or,
to quote another mystic, "What does a man gain if he
loses his own soul?" Nothing
... nothing
...
Administration lacks
guts
This doesn't happen often but we
would like to applaud the University of
Waterloo for their bold stand against
underfunding. The administration, by
closing the school made it possible for
their students to march in protest.
We wonder why our administration
lacked the guts to do the same so that we
could have marched with our fellow stu-
dents. Laurier students suffer from under-
funding as do those of every other uni-
versity but Wednesday's march made it
appear
that
we aren't worried about it.
As they marched past our school we
were embarrassed and angered that we
weren't with them. We are grateful to
those of
our
student body who did join in
the march. Unfortunately, most of us
could not go because of important classes
to be attended especially at this crucial
time of the year. We think it is about time
Laurier changed its overly conservative
attitude to stand up
and support its stu-
dents in these important issues.
Grow
up
Laurier!!
Helen Elyea
Stan Holder
Security
responds
In the article 'case of the missing pia-
nos still unsolved", (March 13, Cord
Weekly) I was quoted in reverse order. I
am certain it was not a deliberate distor-
tion, but rather due to the fragmented
reporting style of the interviewer. Had
the article been written with
any sort
of
continuity, I shouldhave been quoted as
saying: "After following numerous leads
to a dead end, we almost gave up. How-
ever due to recent developments, we are
now following a strong lead and the
WLULA
by Ron Shuttleworth
Question
of the Week
by Stephan Deschenes and Lianne Tanaka
If you were a tour guide for Laurier day, what would
you tell visitors is the most important aspect of
Laurier?
Wilf's and the Turret.
Lisa Coulter
3rd Year Infocentre
The sense of community
Valerie Clark
Senior Liaison Officer
its size, you get to know a
lot more
people a lot better especially here
at Macdonald House.
Gordon Cleland
Kathy Moir
Ist Year Music
The sights, the sounds, and good
clean fun.
Bill Brown
Chuck Parks
Ist Year Honours Business
Swallowing the worm out of a
Tequila bottle.
Mike Choma
Ist Year Football
Because of the size of Laurier, its
easy to become one family.
Linda Alcorn
Ist Year Phys. Eld.
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investigation is still ongoing." The lack of
cohesion in that particular article does
not do the usual professionalism of the
Cord Weekly justice.
On a more refreshing note, it's nice to
see the Cord is now blessed with the
talents of a witty cartoonist. However, it
seems to have escaped the sharp wit of
the budding artist that the security pat-
tern at this university is designed to pro-
tect property without curtailing the rights
of the students. Subsequently, Laurier
students have unrestricted access to ad-
most all facilities and equipment on a 24
hour basis.
More restrictive security measures
could certainly prevent some of the
thefts, but not without greatly infringing
thepresent privileges of faculty, staff and
especially the students.
Crime is a social problem. "It's your
problem and mine". I could just as easily
respond to members of the university
community when asked, "where were
you when the theft occurred?", with,
"where were you?", after all there are
thousands of you out thereand only one
of us.
No security department, regardless of
size and professional competence, can
cope with all the complex problems that
may
arise in a university community
without the help of faculty, staff and
students.
j Baal
Director
reviews and
speculates
The end of my second term inoffice as
a WLUSU Arts and Science Director is
drawing to a close. As of May 1, 1986 I
will no longer be directly representing the
students on important issues such as
housing, OFS, elections, services devel-
opment, campus club policy develop-
ment and day to day activities. A new
group has started the transfer of power
and they generally seem quite eager to
take over. I would like to thank a few
people before making a couple of critical
assessments of the past year and the
years ahead.
Thanks to Mike Weller my campaign
agent for two successful years
of election
results. Thanks also to my professors
and squash coaches for their flexibility
throughout the past 2 1/2 years. Ideas
and 'reflective conversations' would not
have been possible without a long list of
friends: Jamie, Dave, Mike, Azeem,
Jeff, Matt, Melany, BJ, Charles, Tim,
Marilyn, Jo, Lynn and all the others
who
kept me on a straight line (Cordies
included, especially the 1985/86 group
who have built a strong base for years
ahead.)
The 1986/87 Board has quite a few
tasks aheadof them. It is time that Wilf's
hours be extended to include 6-8 p.m.
with food services included from 5-8
p.m.
Involvement in OFS is not a dead issue.
The DAC agreed that the poster policy
was vague, and have made changes as
of last week. Thus I truly believe that the
OFS referendum, based on the double
disqualification, can be deemed "fatally
flawed due to vagueness in the poster
policy". The question of membership
should not be buried. Also, Co-op stu-
dents need better representation. Dave
Bussiere, 1986 Bus. Director, is right to
argue that Co-op students need more
flexibility in their WLUSU representa-
tion; the new board must make every
effort to encourage students to get in-
volved in the summer board meeting (not
by retreating to a private cottage).
The OMB, although inexperienced, is
balanced. The Directors, although inex-
perienced, are intelligent and full of
energy.
I am confident that the new atti-
tude torch lit by the 1985/86 10thAnni-
versary
Board will be carried to all stu-
dents by the new Board. Hopefully they
will follow the conscientious budgetary
management techniques implemented so
carefully by Heather Knight in 1985/86.
If they do then maybe a few more ser-
vices will be introduced and the existing
ones will be fully marketed. WLUSU is
young at ten years but student participa-
tion at Laurier dates back to 1928. Ser-
vices were essential then and now but we
should not forget that new ideas come
from interacting with other student cor-
porate governments.
Scott Howe
Arts and Science Director, 1984-86
Help for
stutterers
Stuttenng is a speech handicap that
affects about 1% of the population, with
males three times more likely to be a
stutterer than females.
Despite extensive research no defini-
tive cause and thereforeno cure has been
found, but several hospitals and speech
clinics do offer speech therapy which
helps to alleviate this frustrating impedi-
ment.
ITiere is now a charitable non-profit
Canadian organization for stutterers and
anyone else interested in the problem.
This group, 'SPEAKEASY', was formed
so that stutterers would have a nation-
wide network for mutual assistance, in-
formation and friendship.
For more information about this self-
help group please write to:
SPEAKEASY
95 Evergreen
Saint John, N.B.
E2N IH4
Mardigras
thanks
Everyone of WLU's first mardigras
knows that it was a blast! Everyone who
wasn't there missed out on door prizes,
missed out on a great event, (all you guys
missed out on the girls, the ratio was at
least 2:1, showing once again that the
girls at Laurier are more adventurous
than the guys), and did not get to con-
tribute to not only a significant political
event (campus clubs getting the Turret
on a Thursday) but, more importantly,
failed to help a worthwhile charity (our
sister school in Botswana).
WL.USU was not behind the event
100%. Resistance was incredible from
all sides; but we persevered! Matt Certo-
simo was nice, but his promised help
came too late, Peter Nosalik was a
meagerexcuse for support. The adminis-
tration is unconcerned about the charity.
They want to take 70 dollars out of the
proceeds to feed SAMBoard. Rich Fer-
nandes walks with God, really, he was
great, I hassled him a lot, I should have
comment8 Thursday, March 20, 1986 THE CORD WEEKLY
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just shut up and let him do
his job. But,
why not pay SAMBoard from bar sales?
Seventy bucks buys a lot of food for
hungry little kids! Cathy and K.athy from
the Liberals Club and French and Span-
ish clubs respectively, were great, real
decorating fiends, many many thanks to
John Wilson (who did everything out of
the goodness of his heart), to Bobby
(who wore a real sexy outfit and is a gem
of a human being), and all of the people
who helped make the event the success
that it was, especially Graham in his
funny suit (who got his gloves dirty), and
all of the executive of the Off-Cam Club.
Finally and most importantly, thank-you,
all of you students who attended, you
were marvellous, really marvellous, I
wish I could have shaken all your hands
and kissed all your cheeks: to those
who
didn't bother to come out, even for a little
while, and to those who resisted; hah!
Here's mud in your eye!
Thomas Tanere
Proposals to nationalize book industry
by Catherine Bainbridge
Canadian University Press
MONTREAL (CUP) — Canadian
students will have to pay more for
books but will have an easier time
getting one published, if this month s
commitments by Marcel Masse and
provincial Cultural ministers to take
back the Canadian book industry
from American firms are ever realised.
Proposed changes to copyright
laws by the ministers could also force
students to pay a tax for photocopying
library books, or parts of library
books, to compensate Canadian
authors for the
money iost had the
books been sold.
Theprovincial and territorial Minis-
ters of Culture discussed these changes
with Federal Communications Minis-
ter Marcel Masse at a two-day con-
ference on Canadian film and book
publishing March 4-5 in Montreal.
In the area of book industries, the
ministers examined ways to build a
Canadian-controlled industry and to
stop buying around' — i.e. buying
books from the U.S. when they are
available in Canada.
Little was actually accomplished at
the conference, however.
While Masse proposed firm legisla-
tion on the part of the provinces, lack
of provincial and federal money to
help Canadian firms and fears by
some ministers that immediate action
would jeopardise upcoming free trade
talks closed the conference with only
commitments to form more commit-
tees and to meet again in Calgary in
September.
In a 28-page working document,
Masse outJined the pitiful state of the
Canadian book industry.
Sixty-eight percent of sales to the
educational book sector are controlled
by foreign-owned firms. Canadian-
authored books make up only 15-20
percent of Canada's book market.
Only 25 percent of books sold in
Canada are published by Canadian
firms.
"We are not trying to be protection-
ist,' said Masse. "We only want a
normal policy to give us a normal
share of a normal market in a normal
country.
Many books for university courses
are not even sold in Canada.
Canada has a smaller market than
in the United States, Masses report
says. "Result. It is much cheaper to
import U.S. cultural products than for
"hese firms to produce Canadian
ones."
Masse suggested the provinces
make loans and loan guarantees
available to Canadian firms, but
according to Susan Katz of the federal
department of communications, the
Federal government itself has barely
allocated enough funds in the recent
budget to keep Canadian book firms
afloat, much less help them progress
in their own market.
"These industnes are going to need
a lot more than the $15 million allo-
cated for loans in the recent budget,"
Katz said. "How can the provinces be
expected to find money the Federal
government can't? The reason they
buy from the States is it costs less and
takes less time, it's always going to be
more expensive to buy in Canada and
many provinces just can't afford
changing that."
Censors
unaware of
harsh
realities
Who is "untainted by harsh reality"?
According to the news comment of last
week, it's the "civil libertarianswho chafe
against the restraints for censorship ...
living in an ideological fantasy world.'
Sometimes these people who protest
against censorship get caught up in
vaguephilosophical arguments,
but there
are also some concrete justifications for
their stand.
Repeatedly, censors fail to make a
distinction between sex as opposed to
violence as pointed out with the Ontario
Film review board s (then the Ontario
Boardof Censors) restriction of The
Tin
Drum which contained little abnormal
violence or sex coupied with violence.
This is the same Ontario Film Review
Board that has donelittle to curb violence
toward women in movies like Friday
the
13th or Body Double.
Last week's article also made refer-
ence to a youth who killed a girl, sup-
posedly because he watched violent,
sexually explicit movies." However, it
has still not been proven whether these
movies are a cause or effect of sexual
violence, there are so many factors
involved with a person like this, what he
watched on T. V. or the theatre is just one
in a very long list. Millions
of people tune
into The A-Team Tuesday nights but
only a very small percentage of them
turn into gun slinging Rambos.
In contrast it is often the censor who is
the prime force behind the hiding of
"the
harsh realities" of life. During the thirties
when The Public Enemy was made,
such topics as incest, child
abuse and
rape were
considered taboo and subject
to censorship. This is the same thinking
that
goes
behind the Ontario Film Review
Board's decision to censor the highly
acclaimed NFB film "Not a Love Story",
a film dealing with male sexually related
violence against women. Only recently
and as a result of the freedom of the
media, have thesesubjects become avail-
able to the public, largely through televi-
sion and film.
I have a very difficult time accepting
the concept of censorship, largely be-
cause of how it has been dealt with in
Ontario within the last five years. Surely
when we consider the use of censorship
to rid society of its evils, we should exam-
ine how we execute it since there are
grave dangers that accompany it. All too
often it is the censor who is unaware of
the "harsh realities" of life.
Martin Hollyer
Comic
response
1 wish to respond to those who found
my cartoon
in the February 13th Cord
Weekly offensive ("Comic Offensive",
February 27 Cord). It you would've put
a little more thought into your opinion,
you may
have realized that our view-
points were quite similar.
In the Wilfrid Laurier Undergraduate
Calendar of 1985-86 the Student Union
Building is classified as being both "stu-
dent owned and operated". For some
strange reason this year's calendar refers
to the building as being only "student
operated". This confusion has been in-
creased by the name of the building bemg
changed to the Nichols Campus Centre.
Although 1 do not enjoy either participat-
ing in school politics or being a shit-
disturber, I felt that the forum for the
cartoon was quite reasonable. My pur-
pose was to ask whether or not Dr. Weir
was justified in his opposing the methods
or reasoning behind the renaming of the
building. There is obviously a large prob-
lem in this misunderstanding and I was
attempting to instigate a solution, not
unlike the letter that accompanied my
drawing.
The ignorance to this may be due in
part to an attempt by some more active
students to create a forum for debate in
theelection. As for the statement that the
comic was "disrespectful" and would
only "increase tension", 1 believe that it
rightly represented the confusion of a
great many students. 1 hope my future
attempts to shed some humouron school
issues will be accepted with a little more
lightheartedness. As a member of the
Student Union my opinions are no less
valid or important than those of others,
regardless of how 1 express them.
Steve Smith
(one signature with many more in
agreement)
Turret
music
appreciated
As a sequent "Turret-goer", I would
like to commendthe D.J. onhis excellent
selection of music at the Laurier Vice
party on Saturday, March 8. Hearing
soul and Rand B artists such as Whitney
Houston and Izzley. Jasper and Izzley
plus various "oldies" was a welcome
delight.
As well, slower songs were played
throughout the night insteadof the usual
practice of playing them in the last ten
minutes of the evening. I encourage
SAMBOARD to continue with this for-
mat which certainly appeared to meet
with the crowd's approval. I only hope
that, because it was a "theme night", we
won't have to wait until the next "theme
night" to hear such good music!
Caroline Mulvey
news-
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Problems with funding
OTTAWA (CUP) — The way the
feds pay money to the provinces for
colleges and universities in Canada is
messy and causes more fighting than
funding, and Ottawa should consider
new legislation to gain more control,
says a report to the Nielsen
Task
Force on Program Review.
The current money transfer sys-
tem, Established Programmes Finan-
cing, does not establish any national
education standards and encourages
the feds and the provinces to "blame
each other for any apparent defi-
ciency."
"It is questionable whether the
arrangement is still appropriate," the
report reads.
The report is part of Nielsen's 21 -
volume inventory of almost 1000
government programs, or $92 billion
of public services. The box of books,
totalling 7,000 pages just in the Eng-
lish version, weighs 34 lbs. The
French version is slightly heavier.
The report says Ottawa has four
options on university financing: leave
the system as is, continue to fund but
on condition the provinces meet spe-
cific standards, pay students directly
with vouchers, and let their university
preference dictate which universities
survive, or stop funding universities
and colleges entirely.
The report seems to lean to the
second option, a new law for post-
secondary education financing. Be-
cause Canada's constitution says
education is a provincial responsibil-
ity, this would spark a huge political
storm, the report says.
"However, if federal financial sup-
port is considered necessary to ensure
adequate institutional funding, or to
ensure that national standards in the
post-secondary educational system
are maintained, the effort to secure
provincial agreement will have to be
made."
The report says the federal govern-
mentcould argue that it already funds
most research in Canada, and since
research and post-secondary educa-
tion are closely linked, it should have a
say in running colleges and
univer-
sities.
The government could then set the
following conditions on giving its fund-
ing dollars, the report says:
* that colleges and universities
"provide an adequate supply of highly
qualified personnel for the public, aca-
demic and private sectors,"
*
that provinces ensure that all
Canadians who can learn and want to
learn will not be deprived higher edu-
cation because they can't pay,
* that universities promote an
authentic Canadian identity, including
the two official languages.
Education cntics in Parliament and
university lobby groups say they sup-
port only one option — keeping fed-
eral support for post-secondary edu-
cation but making the provinces
accountable.
Executive Officer of the Canadian
Federation of Students John Casola
said, "the other three options will in
one way or
another help take the bot-
tom out of accessibility."
Newspaper owner
speaks at Laurier
by Michael Wert
What kind of person runs his dog
for mayor and then writes about it?
A person who thrives on chal-
lenging his readers to question and
to think.
What can a small community
paper in Elmira, Ontario offer Cana-
dians from Vancouver to St.
John's?
According to Robert Verdun,
sheep dog campaign managerand
editor of the Independent, though-
tful Canadians need another view
of their country apart from the
Globe and Mail. Verdun thinks
the Independent National Edition
will fill this need in Canada.
Verdun spoke at WLU Saturday
as keynote speaker of an Ontario
Region of Canadian University
Press (ORCUP) conference.
Too much public policy in Can-
ada is made by people who know
nothing about the average person,
said Verdun; he hopes the Inde-
pendent will better express the
viewpoint of and inform average
Canadians about the public policy
of the government. Verdun claims
there isn't enough outrage against
government policy, something he
hopes to change through the Inde-
pendent.
The new paper encourages sub-
missions from other community
newspapers in Canada.
Verdun believes a newspaper is
a public utility and can provide
community leadership.
The first priority of the paper is
to serve the public interest, he said,
and a good newspaper must not be
afraid to sacrifice profit for princi-
ple. Verdun said it is necessary to
combat the Thompson chain pap-
ers where "news is the stuff you
place between the ads."
The Independent is totally
funded through revenue from sub-
scriptions but will accept advertis-
ing if it comes along.
Verdun also stressed the impor-
tance of university and community
papers for providing experience for
prospective journalists.
"You get a down-to-earth expe-
rience at a newspaper because you
are exposed to economic reality,"
he said.
He urged university newspaper
writers to take initiative and to test
out different writing styles.
Verdun has had an interesting
career. In 1974 he was fired as
editor of the Signet, the Elmira
paper owned by the K-W Record,
for an article that was written by his
wife. Prior to that he had his editor-
ial freedom curtailed by an editor
who was "wedded to mediocrity
and instead of taking a stand on his
own behalf appealed to the public,
a response that he said
was typi-
cally Canadian.
Three weeks after being fired,
Verdun and his wife released the
first issue of the Elmira Inde-
pendent.
So what about Oliver-dog? Ver-
dun said he entered his dog for
mayor to raise some issues
in the
community, to make people aware
of what was going on. He said
Elmira had a dismal mayor at that
time and no one to challenge him,
hence, Oliver-dog. The second can-
didate forced an election and man-
aged to earn 22 votes.
Verdun said there isn't enough
humour in papers these days,
claiming people pretty well have
to
be told that something is a joke.
The ORCUP conference was
co-hosted by the Cord Weekly
and the Imprint, a student news-
paper at the University
of Water-
loo.
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Candidate's joke backfires
BRANDON, MAN (CUP) — The joke was on
James Malley when he won the student council
presidential race at Brandon University last
month.
Malley, who ran on a joke platform of the
Party Hardy Party, had no intention of winning
the race. But he won Feb. 12, beating presiden-
tial incumbent Ruth Pryzner by 225 votes to
175.
Malley, whose platform was based
on hum-
our and apathy, resigned his position the next
day.
Students showed a lack of concern for stu-
dent politics by voting for Malley, said education
student Dough Sutherland. "Ejections are popu-
larity contests. The electorate seemed to want
someone that was fun," Sutherland said.
Sexism in private sector
OTTAWA (CUP) — More men than
women got private sector jobs last summer
through the federal employment subsidy
scheme, Challenge '85.
The ministry of Employment and Immi-
gration released a study this month showing
women represented only 37.2 percent of
private sector job recipients in the summer
employment experience development pro-
gram, a section of Challenge '85, last
summer.
According to the study, the private sector
lagged a full 14.6 percent behind the aver-
age number of women hired through the
program. Non-profit groups and municipali-
ties also received SEED grants to hire
summer students.
Although the application forms contained
a clause encouraging employers to hire
women, disabled people, natives and visible
minorities, there was no penalty for ignoring
the recommendation.
Sandra Kearns, a public affairs officer at
employment and immigration, admitted the
private sector "didn't respond well to the
clause," but denied employers were discrim-
inating against female students.
"We don't think the private sector is not
doing their bit, we just think they might not
be doing as much as they could," she said.
Kearns said Challenge '86 applications
are more specific in the request that employ-
ers hire disadvantaged students. This year's
affirmative action clause states employers
receiving $10,000 or more in grants "may
be contacted by a programmeofficial... with
respect to the hiring of women, disabled
people, natives and visible minorities."
But extra program officials have not been
hired by the ministry and Kearns said she
didn't know how often regular program offi-
cials would be sent to check on employers.
JanetSimpson, assistant to Liberal employ-
ment critic Warren Allmand, says theclause
is still too soft on the private sector.
Burgers challenge students
OTTAWA (CUP) — The federal govern-
ment is paying $600,000 through Chal-
lenge '86 to employers at Expo '86 to train
students to sell t-shirts and hamburgers.
The money, matched by $700,000 from
the B.C. government, will go to an average
of 60 hours' training for 3900 students at
$3.65 an hour, the province's minimum
wage. The concessionaires pay nothing dur-
ing the training period.
The federal department of employment
and immigration has emphasised that the
Challenge '86 grants, which normally pay
just 50 percent of a student's salary in pri-
vate sector jobs, are aimed at developing
students' skills in ways useful to future
careers.
Asked if the subsidy for students working
at Expo concessions was considered skill
development, Sandra Kearns, a public
affairs officer at employment and immigra-
tions, said, "the emphasis is placed on career
development; however, it's also understood
that noteveryone can get a job that relates to
their career."
According to the transcript of a radio ad
broadcast across Canada for the employ-
ment program, employees should "start
thinking, about how you can offer students
career development opportunities or valua-
ble work experience
...
give someone a hire
(sic) education."
The student on the government radio
advertisement said, "Challenge '86 offers
substantial wage subsidies to assist you with
jobs that otherwise wouldn't be possible."
"I'd question why they (employers at
Expo) need a subsidy at all," said Stephen
Scott, newly elected executive officer of the
Canadian Federation of Students (Pacific) in
Vancouver.
He said the concessionaires are going to
make a killing at the world's fair. "There's
going to be millions of people going by those
booths, buying things," Scott said.
Scott said he'd rather see the subsidy for
Expo '86 employers going to raising the
wage for non-profit government-funded jobs
from $3.65, or subsidizing job creation out-
side the lower mainland.
Quebecois learn English
MONTREAL (CUP) — A new generation
of francophone students might well be spell-
ing Canadien with an "a" instead of an "e"
as record numbers of Quebecois rush to
learn English, citing "job opportunities" as
reasons.
At Laval, Canada's oldest francophone
university, 400 students were turned away
from this semester's English as a Second
Language course (ESL), a credit increas-
ingly required by engineering, history and
administration faculties.
"We have much more of a demand than
we can fill. Students are demanding English
for the job market," said Jean Simon, head
of Laval's modern languages department.
Two years ago, only 400 students applied
for Laval's ESL. This year, the number was
up 1,000, said Simon.
Simon said there used to be a Quebec
national conscience under the Parti Quebe-
cois, but as disillusionment with sovereignty
increased, so did the numberof francophone
students who wanted to learn English.
"There are a lot of multinationals in
Quebec and if their head office is in Pitts-
burgh, you better know how to speak Eng-
lish if
you want a job," he said. Also, for the
first time in a French university, this year's
Laval business students can decide whether
they want to be taught in French or English.
"If 51 percent of the class votes to be
taught in English, then they'll get it in Eng-
lish," said Simon.
In three out of the five required business
courses last semester, the students chose
English, he added.
Francophone students are also entering
English CEGEPs (colleges) in steadily
increasing numbers.
At John Abbott College, just outside of
Montreal, francophone attendance has risen
two percent each year for the past five years,
according to Flariet Dewey of John Abbott's
records department. This brings the total
number of francophone students at John
Abbott to 14 percent.
The demand will definitely continue to go
up, said Dewey. "Whether we let them all in
or not is another question."
Dewey said the three to four hours a week
that high school students spend in English
class is inadequate if they want to be
bilingual.
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Thursday
Match 20
BAGEL BRUNCH: TheWaterloo
Jewish StudentsAssociation will
meet from 11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
in U of Ws Campus Centre, Rm.
113.
MUSIC AT NOON presents
Gabor Janota, bassoon; Robert
Riseling, clarinet; and Leslie
De'Ath, piano; at 12 noon in the
T.A. Admission is free and all are
welcome.
MUSEUM AND Archive of
Games. Exhibit on Inuit Games
and Culture until April 25. Films
and demonstrations on Sunday
afternoons. This Sunday join us
for a demonstration of String
Figure Games by Dr. Ron Read.
Open 1 - 5 p.m. and weekdays
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission
free. U of W, B.C. Matthews Hall.
888-4424.
Friday
March 21
THE CORD has weekly staff
meetings at 2:30 p.m. in the news
office of the Cord, 2nd floor
SUB. Comeand discuss the intel-
lectual theories of newspapers
and social change as applied to
student journalism. Any stu-
dent who would like to contrib-
ute is welcome to attend.
NOMINATIONS FOR Senate
close today.
FESTIVAL OF MUSIC: The WLU
Wind Ensemblewill perform at 8
p.m. in the T.A., followed by Jazz
at Wilf's. Tickets are $2 for stu-
dents. Everyone is welcome.
Saturday
Match 22
FESTIVAL OF MUSIC: The WLU
Baroque Ensemble will combine
in concert with the Laurier Sing-
ers at 8 p.m. in the T.A. Tickets,
$2 for students, are available at
the door. All are welcome.
Sunday
Match 23
FESTIVAL OF MUSIC: The WLU
Chapel Choir will perform in the
Keffer Memorial Chapel at 8 p.m.
Tickets, $2 for students, are
availableat the door. Everyone is
welcome.
JOIN RECREATIONAL Folk
Dance Classes, 7:30 - 9:30 at the
Adult Recreation Centre. No ex-
perience required. For more info,
call 576-2653.
Monday
Match 24
LECTURE: DR. Max D. Stewart,
from Laurier's School of Bus-
iness and Economics, will speak
on 'Canada and the Multi-
national Enterprises'; 12 noon at
the Kitchener Public Library.
Admission is free.
THE CONSTITUTIONAL Re-
view Committee will meet at 4
p.m. in the BOD Room.
COMMUNICATION SKILLS.
Confidence. Support from
peers. The WLU Gavel Club can
help you develop in these areas.
So come and see what we're all
about. Meet from 5:30 to 6:45
p.m. in 2-112 (CTB).
Tuesday
Match 25
JOB SEARCH Workshop will be
held from 10:00 to 11:00 a.m. in
P3015.
ARE YOU INTERESTED in
being on the French/Spanish
Club Executive? Positions are
open for: Pres, Vice-Pres, Direc-
tor of Publicity, Treasurer and
Secretary. Elections will take
place in Willison Hall, from 4-6
p.m.
FESTIVAL OF MUSIC. The WLU
Contemporary Players will per-
form at 8 p.m. in the T.A. Tickets,
$2 for students, are available at
the door.
Wednesday
March 26
FILM SERIES: 'Home Feeling,
Struggle for a Community' will
be shown at 12:30 p.m. in Rm.
110of U of Ws Campus Centre.
The film deals with the 'Jane-
Finch Corridor', a suburban
slum in North York, Ont.
CAREER EXPLORATION Work-
shop will be held from 2:30 to
4:00 p.m. in CTB 2-207.
LAURIER CHRISTIAN Fellow-
ship: A dinner meeting will take
place at 4:30 in the Seminary
Lounge with a speaker or group
Bible study at 5:30. All are wel-
come. For more info., call
885-6486.
FESTIVAL OF MUSIC: TheWLU
Symphony Orchestra will per-
form at 8 p.m. in the T.A. Tickets,
$2 for students, are available at
the door or through the Faculty
of Music. Everyone is welcome.
Thursday
March 27
MUSIC AT NOON presents
Gary Gable, Baritone: and Kathy
Lohrenz-Table, piano; at 12
noon in the T.A. Admission is
free and all are welcome.
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY'S
M.B.A. Program - Info. Session
will be held from 10:30 - 11:30
a.m. in P3015.
Upcoming
ARCHAEOLOGY CLUB 'Pente'
Tournamentwill take place from
March 24 to 26 at 44 Bricker St.
Call 886-3429 for information.
POETRY WLU, the literary an-
nual featuring poetry and art,
appears in the Bookstore soon.
Get yours (for only $2)!
GLLOWING AWAY Dance: A
gay and lesbian dance will be
held Sat. April 5, 8 p.m. - 1 a.m.,
at the Cabaret in Kitchener
Upcoming
PLAN TO attend the English
Club Year-end Bash. It will be
held Thurs. April Strom8 p.m. -1
a.m. at Columbia Raquetball
Club. Food, music and the an- ;
nouncement of the winner of
The Earle Shelley Poetry Con-
! test
! STRESS MANAGEMENT Sem- '
inar: Friday, April 4 in P2o67from
2:30 - 5:30. Register with Julie
Cox in P3038. Enrollmentlimited
to 40. :
etcetera
Upcoming
TOOTHBRUSH EXCHANGE
Tues. April 1 and Thurs. April 3 i n
the Concourse. Trade your old
toothbrushfor a new one. Dental
info, and toothbrushes provided
free by the Waterloo Regional
Health Unit, Dentai Services.
STUDENT ALUMNI Assoc's
year-end party will take place
Wed. April 2, 8 p.m. - 3 a.m. at
Morty's. All members invited
Food is on us!
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Entertainment
Cockburn a wonder
by Timothy Neesam
Calling his album and tour
World of Wonders was a particu-
larly apt choice on Bruce Cock-
burn's part. Bruce's concert last
Tuesday night at Centre in the
Square practically gleamed as it
shed freshness hinted with familiar-
ity over his audience.
Dressed head to foot in black —
primarily leather — Cockburn
opened under a single bare spo-
tlight, while the six-piece backing
band was dimly lit behind him. A
tambourine, slowly growing in
intensity, led into a drawn-out
trumpet sound before spilling into
Lord of the Starfields. Cockburn,
eyes hidden behind the flashes of
light on his glasses, moved from
one classic tuneto the next. During
Wondering Where the Lions Are,
percussionist Chi Sharpe evoked
bird-chirpings and Hugh Marsh
plucked his violin. Gold light fell
over the band during Tropic Moon,
as Cockburn switched to a v-shaped
electrical guitar, staying away from
the acoustical guitar for Justice and
Lovers in a Dangerous Time.
White, red and blue lights punctu-
ated the music in a steady series of
changing colours before the group
slowed into Fascist Architecture.
Trumpet and violin sent tremulous
notes rafterward during The Strong
One; Cockburn's voice was streng-
thened by Judy Cade's vocals, as a
light flickered brightly on her only
when she sang. Preceded by utter
darkness, The Trouble With Nor-
mal (Is It Only Gets Worse) was
clearly enjoyed as much by Cock-
burn as the audience.
Bruce Cockburn's political views
are well-known to his audience;
they are provoking and impossible
to ignore in his lyrics. Speaking of
the Sanctuary movement, he told a
true story about FBI agents infil-
trating church offices and throwing
paper about "just to let you know
they're out there." This led into a
series of particularly political songs
from his last two albums, including
the well-received If I Had a Rocket
Launcher. Call It Democracy was
played under gold light that faded
to black and a shimmering back-
drop.
Pulling out a cream-coloured
electric guitar, Bruce made the
tragic melodic as he played Nica-
ragua while Judy Cade sang with
particular emotional force. World
of Wonders featured an incredible
trumpet solo by Michael Allen
White, new to the band, who leaned
back to let the Centre in the
Square's peerless acoustics be
heard.
A song written for a West Coast
concert benefitting the Haida
Indian Nation produced an imme-
diate standing ovation. The song,
titled Stolen Land, was about those
"trying to gain and maintain land
rightfully theirs." It was fittingly
uncompromising as Cockburn al-
most marched in place during the
guitar solo.
The nearly-three-hour concert
ended with two encores. The first
focused again on Nicaragua, where
"life
goes on as you might expect,
but not as you might hear." Wait-
ing For a Miracle and Joy Will Find
a Way brought the concert to a full
sense of optimism, particularly with
the assistance of the incredible Chi
Sharpe, who made his way forward
with a single drum.
Without a doubt, theaudience at
Cockburn's concert were left with a
feeling of exhilaration and the sense
that what had been experienced
was indeed a world of wonder.
Partywith Sellers
by Michael Wert
You might remember him from
The Goon Show, or starring in
Stanley Kubrik's Dr. Strangelove
and Lolita, but you'll probably
know him best as Chief Inspector
Jacques Clouseau, the star of Blake
Edward's Pink Panther films.
Any way you remember him,
you've got to love Peter Sellers.
Peter Sellers could make people
laugh — remember the time poor
Francois drove Clouseau to the
airport in Clouseau's car, and
Clouseau couldn't get the pop-out
lighter to pop out because he pulled
on it?
"Your pop-out lighter is refusing
to pop out.''
"That is because it is supposed
to pop out at a specific tempe-
rature."
"And what is this specific tempe-
rature?"
"1 don't know."
"First rule of the car. Know your
automobile."
"But this is your automobile."
"I know that. But this is not my
pop-out lighter."
And laugh, and laugh, and cry,
and fall down and laugh while
crying, fighting for oxygen while
laughing, crying, and dying. Peter
Sellers could make you laugh at
yourself. He could turn the most
trivial task into a life and death
ordeal.
Well, Peter Sellers and Blake
Edwards are corning to WLU this
Friday night in The Party, a film
produced by Blake Edwards. Peter
Sellers is dead, he can't come. He is
in the film. I mean The Party is a
film about a party. We are not
having a party for Blake Edwards.
He can't come either.
In The Party Peter Sellers plays
a bumbling actor from India who
stars in a war movie. Though
supposedly shot and dying, Sellers
the bungler overacts (by living) to
the extent that his own troops begin
shooting at him. A classic scene
shows Sellers clutching his chest,
raising his head from behind the
cover of a rock to sound the bugle
in between rifle barrages.
After accidentally destroying an
irreplaceable prop (a castle) Sellers
is fired by the director who tells
Sellers he will never work in film
again. A subsequent blacklisting
phone call undergoes a commu-
nication break down, and Sellers
gets invited to a Hollywood big-
shot party instead.
And at the party The Party
begins. The rest of the movie
focuses on Peter Sellers trying to fit
in where he does not belong. Sellers
at one point catches the last half of
a joke: "I did not hear the first part
of the story but I can tell by the way
that everybody is laughing that it
was a very funny anecdote." The
people stare at him.
We watch as Sellers moves from
group to group causing trouble,
trying to remedy it, causing more
trouble, trying to hide it, causing
more trouble. The Party then turns
into a zany sixties party complete
with a painted elephant, teenagers,
and general chaos.
The Party is a party that is worth
being party to. God bless Peter
Sellers. "Howdy partner bang
bang."
Peter Sellers is one of filmdom's finest comic performers. His
most famous role as Inspector Clouseau marked the
peak of his career, but his earlier films, such as The Party
(1968), established his ability. Photo from Blake Edwards.
Bruce's words
by Scott Piatkowski
For two-and-a-half hours last
Tuesday. Bruce Cockburn totally
enraptured a sell-out crowd at the
Centre In The Square. Cockburn
provided some glimpses into the
direction his music will take in the
future.
After playing World of Wond-
ers. he introduced a new song writ-
ten by himself and Hugh Marsh,
inspired by the efforts of the Haida
Indians to protect their land from
the greedy grasp of the B.C.
government. Stolen Land was writ-
ten because of these events, but it
really refers to the plight of native
peoples in ail of North and South
America. The encore included
another new number, Waiting For
A Miracle, written on Cockburn's
second trip to Nicaragua. After the
show, fie said these two songs are
the building blocks of his next
album.
The personnel for his World of
Wonders tour is excellent. Judy
Cade serves as background vocal-
ist and her appealing voice is a wel-
ootfle addition to Cockburn's
sound. Playing keyboards and vio-
lin is Hugh Marsh. The man is a
maniac on the latter instrument,
alternately playing it with a bow
and like a guitar. His brother Fer
gus plays bass and stick as if hehad
invented them. Horn player
Michael Alan White uses the
trumpet, flugelhorn and conch to
their fullest capabilities. Chi Sharpe,
an obvious crowd favourite, han-
dles percussion, while the drummer
is Mike Sloski. Individually these
playeVs are impressive; as a unit
they are spectacular.
Backstage, Cockburn was quite
cooperative. When asked about
reactions of U.S. audiences to
songs such as Nicaragua, he com-
mented that the American public is
not as universally pro-Reagan and
pro-imperialism as we are led to
believe. Those who come to see his
shows generally react quite favour-
ably.
Cockburn plays various guitars
including the flying-V, the dulci-
mer, and the chirango, an instru-
ment from the Andes that was tra-
ditionally made from an armadillo.
"It seerns cruel to subject an arma-
dillo to the Canadian winter," he
joked, "this one is made out of
wood."
Responding to a jibe about
commercialization (for the first
time, programs are being sold on a
Bruce Cockburn tour), he joked,
"We were thinking of selling tour
socks."
As well as being a great and
diverse musical experience, a Bruc<=>
Cockburn concert makes the aud-
ience think.
Bruce Cockburn has long been recognized as Cana-
da's finest songwriter. A sold-out conceit last week
proved him to be a fantastic performer as well.
Centre's Brigadoon mist out
by Marina Munro
Brigadoon rose from the mist
once again as the Centre in the
Square presented Lerner and
Loewe's popular musical March
12 and 13. The production, by
Music Theatre Group, was nice,
but nothing more.
Music Theatre Group is an
American touring company featur-
ing experienced performers. All the
actors were obviously talented, but
it was only the quality of the music
itself that saved the show from
mediocrity.
Brigadoon is the story of a small
Scottish village that has been
granted a special miracle: every
hundred years it rises out of the fog
to live one day of its normal life,
thereby protecting the way of life
valued by the villagers from outside
influences. The musical features
favourite songs such as Heatheron
the Hill, I'll Go Home With Bonnie
Jean, and Almost Like Being in
Love.
Two of the best performances
were given outside of the play itself.
A piper braved the cold to welcome
arriving theatregoers, many wear-
ing plaids, to the Centre. Minutes
later, as the curtain opened, the
audience silently took in the impres-
sive country setting, complete with
mossy
"rocks" and fog, then ap-
plauded appreciatively.
My high hopes sank a little when
1 heard the first words spoken
onstage and I realized the per-
formers were wearing cordless mic-
rophones. At first 1 thought 1 dis-
liked the idea only because it was
something I d never encountered
before. Eventually I admitted that
my instincts were right, and the
mikes interfered with the perfor-
mance by picking up unwanted
noises. Rock steps echoed wood-
enly; a flying apple fielded by a
character landed audibly near his
mike; an embrace muffled the
speech of a lover. Perhaps the prin-
ciple is sound, but in practice it
proved full of, well, bugs.
Rick Sabatini was good as the
sardonic Jeff Douglas, and I might
have liked him best if 1 hadn't
always detested his character. Also
noticeable was Judy Walstrum as
the bouncy Meg Brockie; her per-
formance, which at first seemed
merely annoying upstaging, impro-
ved greatly with her first song. The
Love of My Life.
In all, it was a good way to spend
an evening if you wanted to be
amused, but not if you expected a
stunning experience. A musical
that should have been memorable
turned out to be as exciting as
porridge.
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Jennifer rush
by Scott Piatkowski
Jennifer Rush has one of those rare voices
that can turn ordinary material into extraor-
dinary listening. Her self-titled debut album,
already a huge success in Europe, is quite
impressive.
With a few exceptions, the songs are writ-
ten by the team of Rush, Gunther Mende,
and Candy de Rouge. Mende and de Rouge
also handle the producing and arranging
chores.
Destiny, the lead track, is an upbeat
number on which Rush excels. Just a trace of
accent evident in her voice makes for further
distinctiveness.
The second song, Live Wire, is an aver-
age piece. The melody is not at all compell-
ing, but the vocals are exceptional. Like the
rest of the album, Into My Dreams has inof-
fensive, unpretentious lyrics dealing with a
romantic theme.
Automatic is the least interesting song on
the album, but it is redeemed by the follow-
ing track, Hero Of A Fool. The latter tune is
a ballad which has Rush backed with a
gospel-style choir. While the lyrics don't try
to change the world, they are deeper than the
average AM garbage.
Side two begins with Ring Of Ice, a plea-
sant song made memorable by a convincing
vocal performance. Nobody Move is a piece
of pop fodder.
Rush is particularly outstanding on If
You're Ever Gonna Lose My Love and
manages toprop up a throw away tune. She
also saves The Right Time Has Come Now
from the scrap heap.
The vocal brilliance on The Power Of
Love is enough to make us forget the song
has also been done by (cough, choke,
vomit...) Air Supply and there are 101 other
songs by this name.
Jennifer Rush possesses exceptional vocal
capabilities. What would otherwise be a for-
gettable offering is a spine-chilling expe-
rience.
garden bower one
by Rich Scott
The rallying cry to support local
talent is an honourable one, but
more often than not the "talent" of
local bands is so scant even their
grandmothers will not admit to
knowing them. Meanwhile, those
groups that do hold some potential
usually waste it by becoming puny
imitators of the bands they adore.
Neither description fits Garden
Bower, a Kitchener band that has
just released a four-song cassette
on the Bird On A Wire label.
Garden Bower One is a lovingly-
crafted document, combining a
steady, disciplined percussion base
upon which guitars build a golden
aural wall. There are no vocals, but
the guitars are so expressive and
enchanting you should not find
yourself yearning for any singing.
For those who demand reference
points, 1 will concede that Garden
Bower might remind some listeners
of the hushed arrangements on the
third Velvet Underground album or
the Doors' haunting Indian Sum-
mer. Then again, Garden Bower is
quietly creating evocative, ethereal
music that owes no obvious debts.
Garden Bower's cassette is avail-
able for the starving artist price of
$2.99 at Encore Records and
Records on Wheels in Kitchener,
and in Waterloo at the Princess
Theatre and the University of
Waterloo Record Store.
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UW's Richard III a difficult task
by Anne-Marie Tymec
The University of Waterloo
Drama Department, under the dir-
ection of Douglas Abel, deserves a
round of applause for having the
stamina required to undertake a
project as huge as Richard 111.
The cast alone requires over 25
male speaking roles, including
some rather lengthy parts. Twenty-
five talented men are not that easy
to come by in a university com-
pany. Furthermore, the long and
involved play has five acts and
twenty-four scenes.
And this may be Richard lIPs
single greatest downfall. The play
runs just shy of two hours before its
fifteen-minute intermission. There
is an additional hour after the break
even after directorial text cuts. To
make matters worse, there is a
complex genealogical tree that you
have to sort through before you can
figure out who's killing whom. And
just to make things really tough, a
lot of the actors play double roles,
so it isn't unusual to see someone
who has just been bumped off come
back as someone else.
Richard 111 is Shakespeare's ulti-
mate villain. By the end of this his-
tory play he has been responsible
for the deaths of dozens of innocent
people including his brother, his
wife, his two young nephews, the
King of England, and two of his
best henchmen and friends. On top
of that he's deformed and gets
called everything from a "murder-
ous toad" to a "lump of foul de-
formity."
At the same time he's witty, intel-
ligent, sly and endlessly energetic.
He succeeds in wooing the woman
whose husband he's just murdered,
he becomes the King of England,
and even dies heroically at the end
of the play. Making this incredibly
paradoxical character into a be-
lievable human being is no small
feat. And putting this four-hour
long play about blood and battles
and deception onto a stage is quite
a task.
Enough said about the play itself,
and on to this particular produc-
tion. It had a few unique problems.
The playing space was the first of
these. Richard 111 is being run in the
small, intimate Theatre of the Arts
as opposed to the larger, more spa-
cious Humanities Theatre. This
works well for Richard's character
and helps to establish audience
rapport. Unfortunately, that's all it
works for. Quite a few of the char-
acters are too loud, especially the
women. Without the distancing of
a stage, the volume begins to grate
on the audiences' ears after awhile.
By putting the audience that
close to the actors, several flaws
become detectable. When an aud-
ience is having trouble sifting
through a plot, they focus their
attention elsewhere on things like
makeup and costuming. And being
that close, everything is noticeable.
For the opening night performance
some of the makeup was ridicu-
lously exaggerated. Queen Eliza-
beth looked like a tiger for all the
lines of her face. And Lord Stanley
was so red-faced you started to
wonder if maybe he hadn'thad a bit
too much sun.
As well, the costuming was a bit
off. Black was the dominant colour
worn by just about everyone, but
especially by people associated with
Richard. Besides being a bit ob-
vious, black must also be a tough
colour to find. One of the charac-
ters wore black rugger pants (com-
plete with a back pocket and snap)
and another wore black cowboy
boots. They looked a little out of
place with the elaborate Stratford
costumes.
Finally, a head (supposedly Lord
Hasting's) brought out in Act 111,
Scene V was so stagey people
actually laughed at it. The mixing
of "professional" with "home-
made" becomes just a bit too
obvious when the audience is sit-
ting that close.
The production has its good
points, too. Marten Van Dyk, as
Richard, did very well. His line
delivery on Wednesday was
smooth and his character became
"the man you loved to hate." And
instead of stealing the show as is
customary for the leading role in
Richard, he shared the limelight
well.
Special mention should also go
to Cathi Rainville as young
Edward, Prince of Wales, and Jen-
nifer Abel, as the younger Duke of
York. Both of these talented ladies
carried off male roles so convinc-
ingly 1 had to check the program
twice to confirm their genders. A
refreshing change considering men
traditionally played women's roles
in Shakespeare's theatre.
Lastly, director Doug Abel de-
serves praise. He cut a four-hour
play down to three, oversaw the
development of 30-plus actors and
even managed to create and give
lines to an unknown character,
Jane Shore, who doesn'teven exist
in Shakespeare's Richard. His inter-
pretation of the play's conclusion is
very interesting and it's almost
worth sitting through all three hours
just to enjoy the last ten minutes.
Compounded with designer A1
Anderson's subtle but effective
lighting and set, and Geoffrey H.
Bennett's chillingly eerie musical
score, the ending has a nice twist.
Overall though, it is a long and
complicated history play, and only
real Shakespearean fans should
see it. Sadly, the 100 or so people
who showed up on opening night
Wednesday had dwindled down to
75 people after intermission. The
cast tried very hard, but maybe the
scope and magnitude of this play
was just a bit too much for this
company to handle.
Blowing up
Freedom of Speech
by
Tony Spencer
So you're under pressure, eh? Had your face to
the grindstone for just a little too long? Well, then,
there is only one thing left to do. BLOW UP. Join
me as 1 offer a few pointers on the fine art of
snapping under pressure.
Actually, you don't really need any pressure;
personally, I'm kind of fond of snapping just for
the fun of it. Call it the spontaneous snap, spur of
the moment madness, instantaneous insanity, etc.
My favourite time of the week to undertake a
spree of self-indulgent mental destruction is on
Monday. Even Tuesday or Wednesday will do, as
long as it's early in the week. This is because you
are going to fuck up bad, so it is safer to have a
few days left over to correct the damage you will
have done to yourself and your surroundings.
Also, you never know, you might snap again
soon, so it is best to leave a few days free at the
end of the week, just in case.
But be careful, prolonged snapping is referred
to as bingeing, a completely new ballpark. Binge-
ing definitely does have its place in the grand
scheme of things, but it should only be undertaken
once the finest details of snapping have been
accomplished.
Okay, so now you want to snap. The level to
which you take yourself may be constrained by
your financial situation. It is
much more fun and
economical to snap with a friend, although going it
alone can be a rewarding experience. In either
case,
the practice is frowned upon by society-at-
large for some obscure reason, kind of like having
a beer in the morning. Not to worry. Pool your
resources, take back pop bottles and empties, get
your WLU Development Fund refund,
do any-
thing. Then buy something ridiculous from the
LCBO. Take your time choosing and spend all
your money if possible.
You would be surprised at
the vast quantity of products available in our
liquor stores: they offer alcohol from every imagi-
nable country.
Buy it all! Take it some place and drink it all.
Now here comes a touchy part, especially with
my editor here at the
Cord: drugs. I don't want to
condone their use and hence abuse my privileged
position in the press. 1 read those pamphlets
mothers casually leave around the house and I'm
painfully aware of the consequences. But alas,
during a snap one's mind is wiped clear of any
rational thought and like a drunk fourteen-year-old
girl, one becomes partial to the most obscenely
decadent suggestions, irrelevant of the possible
results.
I do, however, refuse to condone any specific
drugs to aid in the snapping process; to do so
would stretch my credibility as a serious journalist
with anything worthwhile to say. Oh, shit ....
mushrooms, LSD, hash, cocaine, quaaludes,
laughing gas ....
It would be nice to warn your roommates of the
impending situation. If they have seen this kind of
behaviour before, they will wisely hide their alco-
hol, remove the fuses from all loud stereos and/or
go to their girlfriend's places for the evening.
Don't come down on a roommate for snapping
— there is no use in it. You, too, will eventually
succumb to the same insanity and feel like a shit
for having ragged about this perfectly natural
occurrence. Just relax and ride it out. Better yet,
join in.
During a snap session, stay clear of the tele-
phone. You never know what evil conspiracy peo-
ple are forming to bring you back to reality. If
they get you on the phone, it could completely
ruin a good snap. Could you imagine your father
all of a sudden reminding you about your income
tax return? Or someone informing you that your
prof refuses to accept late papers, even if they are
due tomorrow, worth 40% and you haven't even
begun your work yet? No way, if you know what's
good for you, you will stay clear of the phone.
Hide in the closet until it stops ringing.
Now what you do from this point on is up to
you. Use your imagination. If you (or your "co-
snapper") have credit cards, be very careful. I
ended up in New York City one night. I know
people who have suddenly found themselves in
Buffalo, Montreal, Vermont and even Banff, of all
places. The less responsible you and the people
you're with are, the higher the odds that you'll end
up in foreign surroundings. You've always wanted
to visit these places, but it takes a snap to actually
undertake the trip.
Do not worry about the money. Remember,
you are a university student. Someday you will be
a productive member of society, taking an active
part in the running of this great country, and you
will be well-rewarded financially. If not, you might
as well have snapped already, right? Don't tell me
there's no logic in snapping.
So g'head WLU. Snap. Don't just hang around
the Concourse looking for an excuse to snap.
Walk
up to someone and make a suggestion they
can't refuse.
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Cult band attracts all kinds
by Steve McLean
This past Monday one of Eng-
land's hottest bands, The Cult,
swept into town to perform at Super
Skate 7. The afternoon before the
show, guitarist Billy Duffy from the
band dropped into CKMS (the
University of Waterloo radio sta-
tion) for an interview with pro-
grammer Jacqueline Bruner. I was
on hand to make Duffy a cup of
tea.
With his all-black clothing,
slicked back blonde hair and cigar-
ette dangling out of his mouth, Billy
Duffy looked every inch the arro-
gant rock star. However, the man
was quite friendly and conversable,
unlike what I've heard about his
songwriting partner, lead singer
lan Astbury.
The Cult will be touring North
America for the next two months
andwill also be doing some record-
ing in Montreal, before playing at
some large festivals in Europe this
summer. The band enjoys touring
and while they are not into drugs,
"we do enjoy drinking a bit, to pass
the time away," Duffy said.
As an alternative to touring in
some countries, The Cult have
entered the video age and have
released videos for three English
singles off their current Love LP:
She Sells Sanctuary, Revolution,
and Rain. Although videos are
time consuming and tiring to make,
Duffy feels they are worthwhile
because they add another dimen-
sion to the song.
While on stage, The Cult usually
plays a 55-minute set plus an
encore which varies in length depend-
ing upon the audience's enthusiam.
At one particularly memorable
show, Duffy said, the band actually
wrote a song on stage during an
encore in San Francisco. Duffy
claims he gets nervous if an audi-
ence gets too close to him, so for
that reason he prefers to play mid-
sized venues with capacities of
2000 to 3000.
However, he likes people to be
up and dancing at their shows, not
sitting in chairs like at a recent
Hamilton Place concert which
Duffy disliked because, "it was too
nice and organized." When asked
what type of audience the band
usually attracts, Duffy says that
punks, skinheads, old hippies and
new wave trendies have all been
spotted at their shows in England.
But generally, Duffy likes to think
that a person who goes to a Cult
concert must be a "groovy and hip
type of dude."
When asked about who his favour-
ite bands currently are, Duffy said
he enjoys The Psychedelic Furs
and Siouxie and The Banshees,
although he has recently started
getting into AC/DC and ZZ Top
albums as well. His earlier inspira-
tions included Alice Cooper, The
Doors, Jimi Hendrix and The Who.
As far as bands go, Duffy says he is
friends with members of U2 and
Simple Minds, even though he feels
the latter band has become "too
arty farty." Duffy expressed his
feelings on the two bands by joking,
"they're nice, down to earth people,
even though they make a lot more
money than we do."
The return ofSkinny?
by Matt Johnston
Laurier's favourite homegrown product, Skinny
Jim and the Wildcat Strike, have not disappeared.
The band, who have played two hugely successful
Turret shows, lay dormant for six months in 1985,
then regrouped this term.
Singer and lead guitarist Andrew Shykofsky is the
spokesperson for the trio. "We took a term off to see if
we were still interested, and we were. I think we came
back refreshed, though we lost some of our tightness.
We consider ourselves to be fresh and energetic, but a
bit sloppy," Shykofsky said. While the music they
play is essentially the same, they have taken the
sound one step further.
Occasionally the band's music has met with some
misunderstanding. In the washroom of a London bar,
an audience member once told Shykofsky, "You guys
are right on, but we want some heavier tunes; you
know, like Iron Maiden and Black Sabbath.''
Other audiences have been more enthusiastic in
their appreciation. Buddy, an ex-convict who origi-
nally saw Skinny Jim and the Wildcat Strike at a Red
Baron show, has followed the group to their London
shows because they are the only band he likes to
dance to. "He's back in jail, but he promises to come
to see the band on weekends out," Shykofsky said.
The band is not interested in being a sanitized,
second-rate Springsteen. "The Boss is all right, but
he's got too many worshippers already," said
Shykofsky.
Skinny Jim and the Wildcat Strike do not want to
record. "We're never sure if the next gig will be our
last, so we don't want to get tied together in a dead
end," said Shykofsky. "We don't want to label our-
selves, because we may want to do solo projects."
Of bassist Kevin Beesley, Shykofsky said, "If it
were up to Beese, he would take a dive in Production
to be a rock idol for two more months." Beesley has a
term left in his BBA/Co-op Option.
Unflappable drummer Bill Anderson is the most
silent band member. Shykofsky described Anderson's
attitude about the enterprise for him: "As long as there
is work to do, I'll do it." Anderson, meanwhile, just got
some new non-slip drumsticks. "I'm dying to try them
out," he said.
Does Shykofsky have any regrets about dumping
school? "No; it seemed like a cool thing to do."
An early March gig in London went well, and
Shykofsky is confident a show planned for Waterloo
audiences at the end of this term will be the band's best
show ever.
Bill Anderson, madcap drummer of
Skinny Jim and the Wildcat Strike.
Cord photo by Carl Van Landschoot.
Poetry reading
at Back Door
by Rich Scott
"As soon as you stop ask-
ing questions, you stop
living"
—Kevin Diebolt
Almost two years ago, Kevin
Diebolt organized the first of a con-
tinuing series of amateur poetry read-
ings. The basic purpose of the events
is to provide local writers with the
opportunity to present their works in
public. The latest reading occurred
last Sunday at the Back Door in Kit-
chener. The programme
featured a host of new writers and
improvised musical accompani-
ment.
Diebolt feels the readings pro-
vide the freedom to communicate
basic ideas and emotions. Honesty
and a desire to communicate is all
that is asked of the readers.
The evening's master of cerem-
onies, Esther Phillips, read first.
Her works are a tribute to Ireland,
acknowledging that country's
beauty and pain. Her strong Irish
accent provided gusto to poems
that were occasionally naive calls
for sanity, yet always heartfelt and
sincere.
Barbara Evans possesses a weak
voice but great nerve. Her poems
and songs symbolized the courage
of the everyman ("everywoman",
as she would probably say) to take
life's knocks but never sit the game
out. The Losers and Bag Lady
Song, sung with musical accom-
paniment, were sad and simple
reflections on everyday life. "Take
Me to California" was a charming
ditty.
John Scoggins' works were more
blunt and harsh, yet still naive. His
rapid-fire reading and accusations
were reminiscent of Dead Kenn-
edys lyricist Jello Biafra. His dis-
gust with "fat asshole Americans"
offered little probing as to the roots
of his scorn. And if he had substi-
tuted the word "Americans" with
"fag" or "Jew", you can bet his
poetic license would have been
revoked. The American woman at
my table was not impressed.
Phil Rose was the first reader
who held the audience's attention
out of real interest, not mere cour-
tesy . His extended prose/story
(I'm not sure which it was) was
fascinating, combining Kurt Von-
negut's wry humour with William
S. Burroughs-style monologue.
Easily the most improvisational
poet was Mark Ladan, who gave
occasionally hilarious and com-
pletely fragmented "talks." Mila's
Husband and Puberty were fun,
but his description of his lonely
New Year's Eve, spoken over up-
tempo jazz, might have been the
highlight of the event.
Dave Worsley spoke softly and
read short poems that were usually
over before anyone could grasp
his
message. What I managed to take
in combined the mysticism of the
Romantics with Jim Morrison.
Weird scenes indeed.
Following the invited poets, late-
comers or interested parties were
invited to read, with Gary Webb-
Proctor being the most memorable.
His words were vibrant, flowing
with colour and images. His appear-
ance was unexpected, but the con-
sensus was for a return perform-
ance.
Diebolt claims the "organized
disorganization" of the readings is
all a part of the show. Falling mic-
rophones, feedback,and the band s
music — hilariously dark for Phil-
lips' fond Irish memories — pro-
vided an esprit among crowd
and
readers that, despite it all, was most
refreshing.
ha ha ha.
Quit gripingabout how
boring the Cord is.
Write some thing. If it's
funny enough, we will
steal the idea, put our
own names on it and
put it in the joke issue
in two weeks. So bring
that satire
up here,
folks. Whoever said
we're dull, and boring,
and listless, and unin-
teresting....?
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Attention Class of '86
Put your university or college education to work with a one-year post-diploma
program at Georgian College.
These programs are designed to focus your background in the Social Sciences or
Humanities into a fulfilling career.
• Recreation for Special Populations • Applied Social Research
(Orillia) (Barrie)
12-monthindividually tailored program 12-month co-op program
courses in leisureeducation, counselling and specialized courses in research design,
life assessment statistical data analysis and computer
applications
16-week competency based internship
career options in market and social research
career possibilities with seniors, law with government, health, community
offenders, developmentally or physically and social agencies
disabled persons
Georgian College has an excellent track record in placing graduates in related employment.
Call toll free 1-800-461-9696 (Ontario) or (705) 728-1951. Or mail the coupon below.
I would like more information and an application for:
Recreation for Special Populations Z Applied Social Research Z
Name:
Address:
(apt., street) (city) (prov) (postal code)
Phone: ( )
Mail to: Registrar's Office
Georgian College
One Georgian Drive
Barrie, Ontario Georgian Col lege (55
L4M 3X9 '
Sports
Moncton ends hockey Hawk season
by Scoop Furlong
The hockey Hawks ended a
successful season in a somewhat
disappointing manner this past
weekend losing two straight games
to the number-one-ranked Univer-
sity of Moncton Blue Eagles in the
Atlantic University Athletic Asso-
ciation Regional Championships.
Game scores were 5-4 in gameone
and 7-3 in game two.
Though the loss was disappoint-
ing, the Hawks had a very success-
ful season. They had thebest regu-
lar season record in Canada and
were one of six Canadian schools
playing in regional finals. And this
was supposed to be a rebuilding
year.
In Moncton there were a number
of factors stacked against the
Hawks — home ice advantage, a
different style of officiating, and the
Blue Eagles themselves. Laurier
Head Coach Wayne Gowing was
well aware of these obstacles.
"Everything is against us. We're
playing in their building, in front of
their crowd, with their referees, and
they are the winners," said Gowing
before travelling to New Brunswick.
With all these factors working
against them the Hawks had to be
not only better, but significantly
better than Monctonto win the ser-
ies. When you are down to the top
six teams in the country there are
no weak sisters. The fact that all
the home teams won their regional
championships demonstrates the
difficulty of overcoming these neg-
ative factors.
Gowing, however, was not
pleased with the way the Hawks
dealt with these obstacles. "Going
into another team's building is not
an excuse. That is reality. How you
react to it is important and we didn't
handle it very well.'
The first and most foreboding
obstacle was the Blue Eagles them-
selves. The Blue Eagles are an
extremely fast squad. This speed
frustrated the Hawk hitters, forced
the defence to yield the blueline,
and prevented Laurier from execut-
ing an effective dump and chase
style of attack.
Another obstacle was Moncton's
home ice advantage. The wide,
long ice surface of the Louis
Levesque Arena facilitated Monc-
ton's skating game. Two goals in
the series were the direct result of
unusual bounces off the semi-square
end boards. Additionally the 2500-
strong crowd harassed the players
and some Laurier players respond-
ed to this abuse.
Refereeing was also a signifi-
cant factor as different leagues
interpret penalties differently. In
game one, four of Moncton's
five
goals came on the powerplay. Over
the two games Laurier picked UP
76 minutes of penalties while Monc-
ton was assessed 54 penalty min-
utes. This parade to the penalty
box forced the Hawks to continu-
ously play shorthanded and more
importantly disrupted line combi-
nations and destroyed any tempo
or flow the Hawks could hope to
achieve.
Moncton will now advance to
the Canadian Interuniversity Ath-
letic Union finals in Edmonton this
weekend. Host university Alberta,
York, with an OUAA regional win
over Dalhousie, and Trois Rivieres,
with a QUAA regional win over
Calgary, round out the final four for
the CIAU championships.
Game one
Moncton 5 Laurier 4
The line of the three Claudes —
Vilgrain, Lefebvre, and Gosselin
powered Moncton to victory in
game one. Vilgrain
had five assists;
Lefebvre one goal and two assists,
and Gosselin one goal and one
assist.
The blue Eagles notched two
powerplay markers in the first per-
iod to go ahead 2-0 at the end of
one period.
Laurier rebounded midway
through the second period with
three goals in just a minute and nine
seconds. Terry McCutcheon, Eric
Calder, and Bob Dean were the
goal scorers.
Moncton managed to score a
goal late in the second period to
even the game at three.
Moncton went ahead 4-3 with a
powerplay marker just 33 seconds
into the third period. This goal was
the result of an unusual bounce off
theend boards. Instead of rounding
the boards in the usual manner the
puck bounced straight out to
Lefebvre who rammed the puck by
fooled goaltender John Sheppard.
It was Moncton's fifth consecutive
powerplay opportunity.
Another powerplay goal midway
through the third period proved to
be the winning goal. Dave Banton
was serving a questionable cross-
checking penalty at the time.
After the call on Banton, a blow
torch was thrown on the ice from
the Hawk bench. The referree ig-
nored the incident. "He could have
given us a penalty, but I guess he
was still having second thoughts
about the call he made on Dave,"
said Gowing.
Doug Marsden rounded out the
scoring at 19:59 of the third period.
Sheppard was outstanding in the
Hawk goal facing 34 shots while
his Moncton counterpart faced only
22 shots.
Game two
Moncton 7 Laurier 3
In game two Laurier once again
got into penalty trouble early. Laur-
ier was assessed seven penalties to
Moncton's four in the first period.
The score was 2-1 in favour of
Moncton at the end of one period.
Moncton outshot Laurier 14-2 in
the first.
Moncton was ahead 4-2 by the
end of the second and in control of
the game. By the 8:53 mark of the
third period the score was 6-2.
Once again the three Claudes
dominated the Moncton scoring.
Gosselin had two goals and three
assists; Lefebvre, two goals and an
assist, and Vilgrain one goal and
two assists. Other Blue Eagle scor-
ers were Francois Sills and Alain
Arsenault.
Shaun Reagan, Beric Sykes, and
Bob Dean replied for Laurier.
John Sheppard faced 39 Monc-
ton shots while Laurier managed
just 19 shots on Moncton keeper
Dave Quigley.
Above: Hawk Doug Marsden (14)
attempts to shovel the puck into
the net while falling. Right Goal-
tender Mike Moffat watches the
action. The Hawk's other goalie,
John Sheppard, played so well,
Moffat only had a chance to
watch. Below Blue Eagle captain
Alain St.-Arnaud blasts a shot to
wards the net.
CORD photos by Mike Duffy.
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Pizza Bianca
Monday PASTA
EXTRAVAGANZA
Choice of: Spaghetti
Ravioli
Fettuccini
Tortollini
Rigatoni
(Served with meatsauce, bread & butter)
$295
Tuesday PANZEROTTI
Buy one at regular price get one of equal
value for $1.00
Wednesday
MEDIUM 3 ITEM PIZZA
with free pitcher of coke
Pick up & eat in only
103 King St. N„ Waterloo
550 Hespeler Road,
886-1010 or 886-1011 Cambridge
622-1812
Applications are
being accepted for
UT&T Manager Keystone
Typesettingityers, resumes,book- This year the book was co-
lets, and colourful overheads are edited by Brenda Grimes (busi-
UT&T's specialities. Long hours, fun- ness manager) and Janice Farrell
loving personalities and the basis (production manager). Next year,
of creativity are the only pre- due to structural changes, an
requisites for the position. The earn- editor and assistant editor will be
ings are said to be unlimited! hired. The editors will be respons-
Summer opportunities in this depart- ibie for meeting deadlines, sales,
ment include helping fellow stu- advertising, bi-weekly staff
dents plan professional market- meetings, recruiting and the
ing strategies for their "summer general production of the Key-
ventures". stone.
See Roger Naultfor further inform-
ation.
Looton Manager
The Looton Manager co-ordinates
the sales and production of the
familiar Looton posters, covering
bulletin boards everywhere, and
soon-to-be-famous Looton
buttons. Looton is a separate
department of Student Publica-
tions, and therefore its manager
must posses general manage-
ment skills, including people
scheduling and product market-
ing. Since Looton is based on
sales, the manager and staff
receive a commission on poster
and button orders.
Applications are available in the Cord offices,
2nd floor NCC, and must be returned by Friday
March 21,1986 at 4 p.m. All students are eligible
to apply, regardless of experience.
HHKB II H
Bakery • Deli • Grocery!
UNIVERSITY SQUARE PLAZA
Freshly Baked Goods
& Deli Assortments.
Offer good while quanfities
last.
Fresh from our deli.
. . Freshly Baked
cooked ham KAISERS
$1-99 25*,..
CoAte <£:
}
Diet Coke 2% 4 litre Milk
~
$2.59
t. J plus deposit
I STUDENTS: I
10% discount.
Off all ifems wifh I.D.
Excluding milk & fobacco.
TALKING:
More than a
spectator sport?
How often have you been interviewed about your life or your (emerging)
career - the way big-name "personalities" are interviewed on media talk
shows? Have you ever wondered whether anyone will be
interested in inter-
viewing you about your life someday? Or has it ever occurred to you that your
k story
could already be just as interesting or important as some of the ones
you've seen on TV?
Each year many W.L.U. students request and recieve such an interview
experience, but in private instead of on stage. We're not talking about job
interviews, where you're grilled, inspected, accepted, or rejected - where you
definitely have to "perform". Well then, who would be interested in the
ordinary real-life you, or your disappointing G.P. A.? Obviously, a university
counsellor.
Seriously, you don't have to have a huge problem to have a story that needs
telling to someone nuetral or objective, and counsellors are likely to know how
to listen and ask the right questions. That's mostly what they do, too; they're
not out to guide, pamper, or parent you. They do treat their counselling
interviews seriously - and confidentially - and they'll even tape-record some of
then for later reflection, if you wish.
Whatever those Laurier students end up learning about themselves
in
Counselling each year - about theirpersonalities, problems, or potential - they
usually walk away from their interviews feeling just a bit more important.
Are
you sure you don't have a story worth telling?
W.L.U. Counselling Services
Student Services (Upper Floor)
884-1970 Extension 2338
The flip double flop. The tag team of Bruce Lowe and his slippery dog Sly
(Dave Sylvestri) captured second place in the Ist Annual Belly Flop contest with
this version of the flip double flop. Andy Shannon "the Cannon" won the event.
CORD photo by Scoop Furlong.
In the spotlight
OUAA b-ball coach of the year
by Brad Lyon
Coaches seldom receive the re-
cognition they deserve. Especially
at the university level. They put in
long hours of recruiting, practicing
and training, not to mention teach-
ing a substantial number of courses.
The coach of the Laurier Golden
Hawks Men's Basketball team,
Chris Coulthard, recently received
his rewards for contributing to the
sporting excellence of his team. For
the third time in five years, Coul-
thard has been named Ontario
Universities Athletic Association
Coach of the Year.
In a season filled with highlights,
this award is simply the culmina-
tion for Coach Coulthard. The team
progressed from last place and a
2-11 record to fourth place at 7-7
in an extremely strong conference.
That tremendous strides were made
in the basketball program is shown
by two victories over Waterloo,
one over Western, and for the first
time in the history of the competi-
tion, a second-place finish in the
annual Naismith tournament. The
Hawks enjoyed a national ranking
(7th) after the Naismith, and won a
home playoff game for the first time
in five years.
According to Coulthard, this
team progress is what
the Coach of
the Year award symbolizes. "While
coaches do need recognition like
the players, you can't hold it above
what the team does. This award is
really a vote of team improvement."
Before coming to Laurier as a
professor in the mid-19705, Coul-
thard was no stranger to WLU. He
was a player at Waterloo Lutheran
from 1969-1971 and an all-Cana-
dian in 1970.
From here he proceeded to the
University of Windsor where he
obtained his Masters of Human
Kinetics in 1973, before proceed-
ing to Althousee Teachers College
at Western. Ironically (for all you
Mustang haters), Coulthard's
coaching career started at UWO.
He coached the women's basket-
ball team, replacing the legendary
Doug Hayes.
On returning to WLU, Coul-
thard coached volleyball and was
an assistant coach for the basket-
ball team, under then-coach Don
Smith. In 1980, when Smith retired
from basketball, Coulthard slid right
into the job. "I was in the right place
at the right time. My history here as
a player gave me the inside track."
Coulthard has instilled his per-
sonal philosophy in most of his
players. Winning is the ultimate
goal; it builds a program and keeps
players motivated. "But this is still
an educational institution with the
student first and the athlete second.
The student will get into trouble
when he puts the athlete first."
Academic standards are ex-
tremely important when it comes to
recruiting. Because WLU has ex-
ceedingly high standards, basket-
ball recruiters have to be aware of
not only talent, but school grades.
Yousimply cannot develop a cohe-
sive program if you constantly have
to replace players who flunk out
after a year.
But it is because of these recruit-
ing and academic standards that
WLU sports teams in general, and
basketball in particular, can com-
pete on a national level with only a
base of 4200 undergraduate stu-
dents. WLU tends to recruit ath-
letes with a work ethic. What the
team lacks in talent drained off by a
larger school with lower standards,
the Hawks make up in hard work.
Coulthard proudly stresses, "We
have never been intimidated by a
more talented team because we
always feel we can win. Those
players who don't want to work are
forced to by six or seven others."
Laurier is unique in that coaches
are expected to teach a substantial
number of courses. While Coul-
thard sees teaching as a nice break
from the rigours of coaching, he
admits it hurts his scouting and
recruiting by reducing the amount
of time he can devote to these activ-
ities. Still, coaching alone remains
a full-time job. "You never don't
think about coaching; you can't
afford not to."
The future of men's basketball at
WLU is definitely not bleak. As the
year concluded, several freshmen
had progressed far enough to be as
good as the starters, and will be
able to step right into starting roles
next season.
According to Coulthard, last sea-
son the coaching staff was petrified
about the upcoming season, but
this year there is a postive attitude
about next season. Besides, both
Western and Waterloo made it to
the Canadian finals this year.
"We're not that far away," says
Coulthard.
And don't expect Chris Coul-
thard to be leaving WLU in the
near future either. "I have deve-
loped a loyalty to this school. I
don't want to go on any further.
We're a well-respected school, and
we have a school administration
that is responsive to the needs of
the athletics department."
Chns Coulthard
MSG sports quiz
by Scoop Furlong
Warm-up
1. How many buildings in New
York City have been named Madi-
son Square Garden?
2. When was the present Madison
Square Garden built?
3. Which major professional sports
teams play home games in MSG?
Challenging
4. Which Madison Square Garden
lived the longest?
5. When was Madison Square
Garden 1 built?
6. When was it demolished?
Difficult
7. In what year did the original
Barnum and Bailey Circus make
its debut?
8. Who defeated Bobby Riggs in
1947 in MSG 111 before 16,000
fans?
9. In 1922 Gene Tunney suffered
the only blemish of his career. Who
defeated Tunney in MSG II?
Stopper
10. What was the first event held in
MSG 1?
Answers
1.Four
2.1968
3.NewYorkRangersandtheNew
YorkKnickerbockers
4.MSGIII,43years,1925to
1968
5.1877
6.1890
7.1881
8.JackKramer
9.HarryGrebs
10.TheFirstWestminsterKennel
ClubDogShow
sports
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Be on
top of things
(work for the Cord)
"COPING WITH STRESS"
Stress Management Seminar
April 4,1986
2:30 - 5:30 p.m.
P2067
Register with Julie Cox in P3038.
Materials Fee: $5.00. Enrolment Limited.
Masters' Programs
At Lakehead
It Pays To Come Back!
There has never been a better time than now to continue
your education Financial assistance of about 53.880 to
Sll 185 for 1986-87 year is available to suitably qualified,
full-time students with some bursaries also rivailable to
new part-time students
Lakehead University offers a variety of graduate programs
and applications are now being accepted for the
following
English M A Chemistry M Sc
History M A Physics M.Sc
Sociology M A Biology M.Sc.
Economics M A. Forestry M Sc
Psychology M A Geology M Sc.
Mathematics (M.A & M Sc.) Education M.Ed.
Theory of Coaching (M A & M Sc.)
For more information, call 01 write:
Pentti Paularinne
Registrar
Lakehead University
Oliver Road
Thunder Bay, Ontario P7B SEI
(807) 345-2121 ext. 269 or ext. 500
Education Working For You
Grad Student
Association
director
platforms
TP he newly-formed Wilfrid Laurier
I University Graduate Student As-
sociation (WLUGSA) had originally
planned an election for this month, to
eiect ten graduate students to their
1 board of directors. However, since
only ten students submitted nomina-
tions, all were acclaimed. Their pho-
tos and platforms are presented on the
rest of this page.
The WLUGSA board consists of
twelve directors, of whom two will be
first-year representatives to be elected
next September. The directors come
from all areas of graduate studies, with
no sectional divisions.
As a student at Laurier
for five years I have main-
tained an interest in the
issues of the school. My
experiences as don of the
graduate residence and as
a first-year Master's student
have made me aware of a
new set of problems. The
graduate students have spe-
cific needs that must be
addressed.
I believe that there are a
numberof issues that must
be included in negotiations
with the administration and
WLUSU. Ourfirst priority is
to firmly establish the
financial arrangements
with Dr. Weir and Brian
Thompson. Some addi-
tional issues are: clearer
guidelines for TA (Teach-
ing Assistantship) and RA
(Research Assistantship)
monies in the summer and
second years of the pro-
grams; Bus Dip students
should be considered grad
students, it is time that they
had representation on camp-
us; MBA and other part-
time students have special
needs thatmust beaccommo-
dated; there must be a
health plan for graduates;
and there should be greater
acknowledgement for re-
search completed by stu-
dents in works published
by professors.
This organization is grow-
ing, the issues are only now
becoming clearas we grow.
I would like to offeryou, the
grad students, effective rep-
resentation as a Graduate
Director to help stimulate
that growth.
Chuck
Gallagher
lam running fortheWLU
GraduateStudent Associa-
tion board of directors
because I feel the MBA stu-
dents need representation.
I am both a part-time MBA
student plus own and oper-
ate my own company.
Be-
cause of my business expe-
rience, I feel I can provide a
unique perspective to the
board. However business
operates in the real world
and, therefore, till we know
where the levers of power
are and how far they can be
pulled, promisestodoany-
thing specific are pre-
mature. However I will do
my best and promise re-
sponsible representation to
my electors.
I am running for the
office of Director of the Wil-
frid LaurierUniversity Grad-
uate Students Association.
Asoneofthefounding mem-
bers of this new organiza-
tion I haveconcerns I would
like to see come to fruition.
i am presently a part-ti-
me seminary student.Last
year I was a full-time MA
student. Before that I spent
three years as a full-time
seminary student. Next
year I will be a part-time MA
student. Therefore I am rep-
resentative of a large
number of graduate stu-
dents.
I believe that the stu-
dentsof Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary should be incor-
porated into the Graduate
Association and I will work
for this. I believe that there
is a desperate case of grad-
uate underfunding on this
campus. Second-yeargrad-
uate students need to be
funded, otherwise they will
be pushed into one-year
MAs. This will totally des-
troy the meaning and valid-
ity of doing a MA.
There needs to be day-
care facilities on this cam-
pus. Many graduate stu-
dents have children and
have to pay for babysitting
which can become very ex-
pensive.
I pledge myself to the
continuing growth of the
Wilfrid Laurier University
3raduate Student Associ-
ition.
Thom
Gettinby
My name is Thorn Get-
tinby and I am presently in
myfirstyear of the MA pro-
gram in Geography. Over
the past four months I have
been actively involved with
the WLU Graduate Stu-
dents'Association as a found-
ing member and I am cur-
rently sitting on the
WLUGSA/WLUSU finance
negotiating committee. My
participation thus far has
furtherenlightened my know-
ledge of issues of concern
to graduate students.
I believethatteaching ass-
istantshipsshould be made
more secure for both first
and second year graduate
students. Since most grad-
uate students must register
in the summer and are not
able to work, teaching ass-
istantships become impor-
tant, if not necessary —
especially in second year
Of those graduates that
are able to work many of
them are over 25 and are
not eligible to participate in
government-sponsored re-
search programs such as
Experience '86, Ontario
Youth Employment Pro-
gram, and Student Venture
Capital Program. I believe
that WLUGSA should take
a role in lobbying the pro-
vincial government to allow
those grads to participate
in these programs.
Another issue which lam
concerned with is that of
day-care. I believe that
WLUGSAshould begin lay-
ing the foundation for the
establishment of a day-care
center on campus to serve
the needs of full and part-
time grad students.
I can promise my full co-
operation to YOUR con-
cernsand provide YOU with
a strong graduate voice on
campus.
Laurierisa university that
promotes itself in terms of a
personal approach to edu-
cation: small isbeautiful be-
cause it promotes student-
teacher intimacy, is less intimi-
dating, and creates a sense
of community. Yet at Laur-
ieronly recently has a body
been formed to represent
graduate students. That
body is of course the GSA
I see the role of the GSA
as that of working to pro-
mote a sense of community
forgraduatestudents. Grad-
uate students are students
with a unique position and
have unique concerns that
need to be addressed. But
we are also a body of stu-
dents with unique insights.
We serve the university well
when we use our talents to
creatively criticize the ad-
ministration when its out-
look becomes too narrow,
when we point out the less
attractive aspects of its pre-
sent policies, when we en-
courage it in ways that we
see as good for the aca-
demic community.
Through the GSA we now
have a voice. And it is our
duty to speak firmly and
loudly to the issues we dis-
cern.
I am prepared to speak of
the lack of funding and
office space for graduate
students. I am prepared to
speak of the inflexibility
that keeps Laurier from
using its resources and there-
fore from developing its po-
tential. I am prepared to
speak to the sterility that
will cause the more talented
scholars to go elsewhere at
a time when Laurier should
be desiring to attract them.
I am prepared to serve the
community of graduate stu-
dents by helping to develop
a greater sense of com-
munity between ourselves
and the administration.
In any organization elec-
tion times are "moments"
when individuals, in their
best effort, put their
thought and feeling in a
more comprehensive man-
ner by expressing their
commitment and allegi-
ance to the organization.
This "moment" has
arrived for the Grad Stu-
dents who have to elect
their office-bearers. It is
also the time that contend-
ers like myself, have to de-
vote their time and expe-
rience to the Graduate Stu-
dents Assoc.
As pedantic as it might
sound, I wish to take this
moment to urge all Grad
Students that the time has
come for us to determine
our own destiny. Despite
the several channels that
we each may take, we share
a common interest — as
Grad. Students of Wilfrid
Laurier University. We there-
fore need our voice to be
heard, not only on campus
but throughout Canada as
well. This stride to pride in
our University has to be
expressed by us, only we
can determine the extent of
this.
So, fellow Grads, come
out and vote on the 21st,
25th, and 26th of March,
1986. Make our University,
and particularly the gradu-
ate program, an institution
all can look to with great
esteem.
As one of the founding
members, I do not wish to
see our GSAperish but flour-
ish!!!
Asafounding memberof
the WLUGSA I offer my
candidacy to continue to
build the association to ful-
fill the needs of Laurier
Grad students. As an MBA
student, who will be here
for three more years, I can
provide continuity to the
operations of WLUGSA. I
believe I can bring to the
board of directors a unique
perspective as I am both a
student at Laurier and
employed as the Ombuds-
man at the University of
Waterloo. As such I have a
broad knowledge of issues
both at the undergraduate
and graduate level. I be-
lieve that underfunding is a
major issue as is the availa-
bility of student housing in
this region. A strong voice
is needed to speak out on
these issues and I believe I
have the background and
experience to fill that role.
Because of the nature of
the MBA program, an MBA
voice is necessary to pro-
mote fuller integration with
the graduate community on
campus.
I will promote the inclu-
sion of the Bus. Dip stu-
dents in the WLUGSA and
work to expand the role
and scope of WLUGSA in
university affairs. Forexpe-
rience, responsibility and
commitment, I ask for your
support.
As Graduate Director on
WLUSU I have spent an
active year promoting grad-
uateissues. My main empha-
sis has been contributing
to an expanded awareness
of the role and needs of the
graduate students on camp-
us.
During the past year,
what started as a graduate
club has undergone a meta-
morphosis into a politically
and financially autono-
mous graduate association.
Correspondingly, the role
of Graduate Director has
expanded into that of a true
liaison between WLUSU
and graduate interests. For
the first time there is a real
sense of community among
graduate students at
Laurier.
Asafounding memberof
WLUGSA (Wilfrid Laurier
University Graduate Stu-
dents' Association) I have
seen a maturation of the
student voice on campus in
the existence of autonom-
ous undergraduateand grad-
uate associations. Having
played an integral role in
these soul-stirring events I
feel I have the enthusiasm
and experience to further
define and strengthen the
position of graduate stu-
dents at WLU in my role as
Graduate Director. I look
forward to your support.
As a first-year MSW stu-
dent I have come to appre-
ciate concerns within our
department and student
needs to diversify beyond
the academic focus of
our
program. My interest in the
GSA developed as I became
increasingly aware of the
limited graduate student
recognition and represen-
tation of WLU. The GSA
provides the necessary frame-
work for facilitating com-
munication among grad-
uate students and recog-
nizing the specialized
needs of this particularstu-
dent population.
My involvement with the
GSA has involved planning
orientation activities for
this coming fall. I have also
been active in the social
work students association
throughout the past year.
Due to my involvement with
this group, I believe I can
bring the social work stu-
dents' concerns forward to
the GSA. Furthermore, my
past experience with the
GSA has prepared me for
the roleand responsibilities
of a memberof the board of
directors.
Furtherwork on thedevel-
opment of social networks
and greatercommunication
among WLU graduate stu-
dents from all faculties is a
concern that I feel needs
attention. The emergence
of the GSA has been a
strong initiative toward this
goal. I am committed to
furthering this objective for
all graduate students.
The coming year will be a
crucial period forthe newly-
formed Graduate Student
Association. As g rad uatestu-
dents have been a long over-
looked but vital part of the
university population, an
energetic executive is essen-
tial to promote a higher pro-
file for the Association.
Competent leadership is
essential for the GSA to
achieve fiscal autonomy
while at the same time re-
presenting the unique
needs of Laurier's graduate
community.
Asa memberof the 1986-
87 WLUGSA board of dir-
ectors, I will push for the
creation of more income
opportunities for graduate
students within the univer-
sity and increase the avail-
ability of a campus gradu-
ate student housing. These
and other important issues
must be addressed by the
GSA executive in the com-
ing year. I will meet
the
challenge of representing
graduate students
at all
levels of the university's ad-
ministration to ensure that
the interestsof Laurier's grad-
uate students are not
ignored.
Bruce
Elliot
Mike
Carter
James
Kuracina
George
Lamony
Ray
Owens
Shelley
Potter
Laurel
Price
David
Yates
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